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Over the past decade the poultry industry has made tremendous improvements in
production and efficiency that can be attributed to areas of nutrition. Feed additives are
one area of nutrition that the poultry industry utilizes to improve performance and
efficiency. Experiment 1 investigated the effects of two nutrient densities diets and three
enzyme inclusion strategies on 59 d Ross x Ross 708 male broiler performance under a
natural disease challenge. These data suggest that when supplementing EIS2 broiler
performance and processing characteristics are improved. Additionally, HD also
improved broiler performance. The objective of the second experiment was to examine
the interactive effects of probiotic and copper inclusion on 42 d Ross x Ross 708 male
broiler performance. The resulting data suggests that inclusion of Cu-H at 250 ppm
enhances broiler performance while lowering E.coli presence. These data also suggests
that BL and Cu-H interact, ultimately reducing the efficacy of BL.
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CHAPTER I
LITERATURE REVIEW
World Population
It is predicted that the world population will rise from the current population of
7.2 billion to 9.8 billion by 2050 [1]. This dramatic increase in population has led poultry
producers and scientists around the world to look for ways to increase production and
efficiency, in order to feed the growing world population. The declining amount of
agricultural land is another concern, which could further complicate the world food
supply. Due to the efficient nature of the poultry industry, it is estimated that poultry only
uses 0.08 m2 of land per gram of protein produced [2]. That is almost half the amount of
land used by the pork industry (0.013 m2) and thirteen times less than the amount used by
beef (1.02 m2). The poultry industry is continuing to strive to improve production
efficiency in order to satisfy the goal of meeting the growing food demands required each
year.
Poultry Production in the U.S.
Poultry production began in the United States during the 1800s when many
households had backyard flocks to provide eggs or an occasional dinner [3]. Around the
turn of the century, entrepreneurs began to grow interest in the production of poultry for
economic gain. However, production was seasonal and limited due to the absence of
vitamin D supplementation. It was not until the 1920s when broiler production gained
1

increasing popularity due to entrepreneurs like Mrs. Wilmer Steel of Sussex County,
Delaware. She has often been called the pioneer of the modern commercial broiler
industry due to her ability to create a thriving business. In 1923, she raised a flock of 500
chicks intended to be sold for meat. Her small business was so profitable, by 1926, Mrs.
Steele was able to build a broiler house with a capacity of 10,000 birds [4]. Over the next
fifty years many advances were made and what started out as hobby, quickly turned into
a thriving industry.
As the poultry industry began to explode, many advancements occurred such as
vertical integration, which allowed there to be less financial burden on the grower.
Vertical integration can be defined as the ownership by one company of two or more
stages of production [5]. Within the poultry industry, vertical integration includes
company owned feed mills, hatcheries, and processing plants. The implementation of
vertical integration is one of the major reasons why the poultry industry in the United
States is continuously growing.
Due to poultry being a readily available, healthy product, the consumption of
poultry meat has increased dramatically over the past 20 years. The United States has the
largest consumption worldwide, of 109 pounds per capita in 2018 [6]. According to the
National Chicken Council in 2017, almost 9 billion broiler chickens were produced in the
U. S., making the U.S. the largest broiler chicken industry in the world. Of the 9 billion
broilers produced, 16.5% are exported to overseas countries, making the U.S. the largest
broiler export market [7]. While the poultry industry as a whole is extremely crucial to
agricultural economics in the United States, the broiler industry in particular is important
to the southeastern United States. The top 5 respective broiler producing states in 2017
2

are Georgia, Arkansas, Alabama, North Carolina and Mississippi [8]. Due to the
importance of the poultry industry to Mississippi, the author will be discussing poultry
production within that state.
Mississippi Poultry Production
The Mississippi poultry industry is estimated to have a value of production
exceeding $2.87 billion annually. Of the $2.87 billon, $2.2 billion resulted from broiler
production alone [9]. The poultry industry provides jobs directly related to the industry,
as well as those indirectly related such as jobs in construction, manufacturing, retailing,
insurance, etc. The success of the Mississippi poultry industry can be attributed to several
commercial broiler integrators that are located within the state such as Koch Foods, MarJac Poultry, Peco Foods Inc., Sanderson Farms Inc., Tyson Foods Inc., and Wayne Farms
LLC.
Modern Commercial Broiler
Since the beginning, poultry production has strived to make advancements in
production, with genetics being one of its main concerns. Between 1960 and 2014, the
consumer price index for poultry increased by only half in comparison to all other meat
protein sources, due to improvement in growth and efficiency [10]. These lower prices
have also contributed to an increase in the consumption per capita between 1950 and
2005 according to the USDA [11]. In response to consumer demands for a healthy
protein source and in order to reduce production economics, genetic selection has
provided improved performance. However, this selection for performance was too intense
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which led to increased skeletal defects [12, 13], metabolic disorders [14, 15], and altered
immune function [16].
Despite these negative outcomes, genetic selection has increased meat yields. In
1962 82% of broilers were marketed as whole birds, 15% as cut or parts, and 2% as
further processed products [6], whereas in 2005, only 11% were marketed as whole birds,
43% as cut or parts, and 46% as further processed products [6]. The dramatic increase of
further processed products and cut up products can likely be associated with the quick
pace lifestyle of modern culture, and has ultimately helped increase per capita
consumption [17].
Due to the advancements in genetics, as well as housing, management, disease
control, and nutrition, the commercial broiler of today is one of the most efficient farm
raised protein sources. For example, in 1925 the average market age was 112 days with a
live weight of 2.5 pounds. In current production, this target weight can be achieved in
around 30 days [6]. Mortality is one factor that has been drastically improved over the
past century, decreasing by 13.5%, with improvements in genetics and disease control
[6]. The aforementioned advancements are just a few that have occurred over time.
Although there have been significant advancements, there are also several issues
within the poultry industry today that negatively impact broiler performance such as
necrotic enteritis, woody breast, and footpad dermatitis. Necrotic enteritis usually occurs
two to six weeks after hatch and is characterized by sudden onset of diarrhea and necrotic
gastrointestinal mucosa [18]. However, research is currently identifying feed additives
such as exogenous enzymes and probiotics that can reduce the effects of pathogenic
bacteria such as Clostridium perfringens. Another common issue is footpad dermatitis,
4

characterized by the presence of burns and lesions found on the paws of poultry. These
findings are often associated with litter of high moisture content, as it has been noted to
cause irritation [19]. One possible solution to the occurrence of footpad dermatitis is the
use of exogenous enzymes, as they have been found to break down indigestible
components and lower litter moisture levels [20]. A more recent issue in the poultry
industry is the occurrence of woody breast. It has been found to affect the tactile
characteristics of raw breast fillets making them firmer than normal fillets. Additionally,
woody breast has also negatively affected consumer perception, which has led economic
loss. This modern myopathy is often associated with a fast growth rate, which leads to
increased metabolic stressors [21]. Research has found that these effects may be lessened
when supplementing exogenous enzymes as they have the ability to release bound
minerals that are a crucial part of the antioxidant system that assists with metabolic
stressors [22]. Within the next few sections, another potential effect to reduce the
aforementioned problems, the history of feed manufacture and areas of nutrition will be
reviewed.

History of Feed Manufacture
The animal feed industry’s existence began its journey over 200 years ago when
grist mills were used to grind corn and wheat for human consumption [23]. Over the
years, the simple concepts used in the past have evolved into many of the current
practices utilized today. The feed manufacture industry began in the late 1800s by
supplying horses and mules used for transportation with a good feed source. The many
original companies that started this industry have been acquired through sale or mergers,
5

leaving very few of the original companies. In the 1950s and 60s, a trend of extremely
large plants began to build, but it quickly faded due to the large costs of raw material and
finished feed transportation [23]. With beef feed lots gaining popularity, it was more
efficient to build smaller mills to meet feed demands locally. It was not until the
commercial integration of the poultry industry that large mills (200,000-500,000 ton
capacities) were utilized to meet production demands. Due to the increased size,
equipment also had to be redesigned to accommodate production objectives. Another area
that has improved drastically is the formulation of diets which will be discussed,
including the subject of it and factors that can affect its efficiency.
Diet Formulation
Diet formulation is one of the most crucial steps to ensure that any broiler can
reach its maximum genetic potential. Within the poultry industry feed and feed
manufacture account for 60 to 70% of total production costs, making diet formulation
very important in terms of cost savings [24]. Typical diet formulations consist of each
ingredient and the amounts that they should be added into the diet, in order to provide a
balanced diet. However, when formulating there are several considerations to take into
account, such as phytate and nonstarch polysaccharide concentrations, the indigestible
components of feedstuffs, and how they affect the digestibility of vitamins and minerals.
Phytate and Phosphorus
The substrate phytate is found in feedstuffs of plant origin where it acts as a
phoshorus reservoir during seed germination, and the intact phytate acts as a barrier
against oxidative stress [25]. Phytate present in feedstuffs is usually in the form of a
6

mineral phytate complex, in which magnesium and potassium are coupled to the IP6
inositol phosphate ester [26]. It is estimated that practical diets contain approximately 10
g phytate kg-1; however, these estimates are subject to change, due to variations within
feedstuffs [27].
The presence of phytate plays a vital role in the nutritional and ecological aspect
of poultry production. The excess excretion of indigestible phosphorus by poultry and
pigs is of concern due to phosphorus contributing to the eutrophication of freshwater
sources. Research has suggested that the proportion of phytate phosphorus in total
phosphorus excreted by poultry is as high as 56% [28, 29]. However, this number can be
reduced by as much as 61% when supplementing phytase into phosphorus deficient diets
[30, 31].
The presence of phosphorus in a diet plays a crucial role in numerous biochemical
pathways, physiological processes, and skeletal integrity [32]. Phosphorus of plant based
ingredients is partially indigestible due to phytate, therefore, diets must be supplemented
with phosphorus sources to meet nutritional requirements. There are a range of
commercially available P sources; however, there is variation among P availability
depending on its chemical form. The most commonly used P source is Defluorinated
Rock Phosphate due to its high attainability, but it does not have the highest P availability
when compared to Monocalcium P and Dicalcium P. The nutritional problems associated
with phytate is not only limited to phosphorus availability. Phytate can also affect the
availability of calcium, causing skeletal issues [33], amino acid digestibility due to its
ability to bind directly to protein [34] and depress energy utilization [35]. Due to the
interconnected relationship between P and Ca the calculation of requirements are set at a
7

fixed ration to ensure that there is less effect of one mineral on the other. Ultimately, it is
important to take each mineral into consideration and its effects on other minerals since
they are essential to tissue formation and many bodily functions.
Carbohydrates
Indigestible substrates represent a large portion of corn-soy or wheat-soy diets is
non-starch polysaccharides (NSP) [36]. This indigestible component makes up a major
part of fiber found in a diet and is comprised of cellulose and non-starch polysaccharides.
In cereal grains, such as corn, the non-starch polysaccharides consist of high watersoluble arabinoxylans and β-glucans [37]. These water-soluble components interfere with
digestive enzymes, reducing digesta movement and transport of hydrolysis products to
the intestinal mucosa. The increased intestinal viscosity caused by NSPs is associated
with decreased digestibility, poor performance, short passage rates, and increased
bacterial fermentation [38-40]. These adverse effects are often due to interference with
exogenous enzymes, therefore decreasing their efficacy [41].
Additionally, NSPs can cause an increased occurrence of sticky droppings,
leading to the formation of footpad dermatitis in broilers, due to increased litter moisture
[42]. Footpad dermatitis is a type of contact dermatitis that affects the footpad. It can be
characterized by superficial lesions in mild cases (discoloration at an early stage) and can
progress into deep ulcers (hyperkeratosis and necrosis of the epidermis) and result in pain
and discomfort to the bird [43-45]. Due to the concern with high viscosity associated with
NSPs, the use of exogenous enzymes, such as xylanase, are utilized and will be discussed
in a later section.
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Vitamins
A vitamin may be defined as an essential dietary component that is required by
the organism in small amounts, and if not present, will result in a deficiency associated
disease [46]. Vitamins are not synthesized by the body cells, but are necessary for many
functions such as growth, maintenance, and reproduction. There are two groups of
vitamins; fat-soluble and water-soluble. Fat-soluble vitamins include Vitamin A, D, E
and K, while water-soluble vitamins consist of mainly B complex vitamins and Vitamin
C [47]. Water soluble vitamins are necessary for energy metabolism and protein
metabolism, while fat soluble vitamins aid in many bodily functions [47]. Excess
amounts of water and fat-soluble vitamins within the diet are excreted through feces. This
is important to remember during diet formulation to ensure the appropriate amounts are
being received by the bird and are not wasted in excretion.
Minerals
Minerals make up a very small portion of a diet, but are vital to the animal and
should always be taken into consideration. Minerals help form all body tissue and also act
as catalysts of enzymatic reactions [48]. Minerals are either supplied as supplements or
are contained naturally within the ingredients used in the diet. Depending on how the
minerals are presented in the diet, they will either be inorganic salts or organometallic
compounds. The availability of minerals within feed ingredients varies, but are generally
considered to be about 30% bioavailable [49]. This low availability is associated with the
formation and presence of poorly soluble complexes in both plant material and the
gastrointestinal tract of the bird [50]. The absorption of minerals mainly takes place in the
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proximal small intestine, but can occur in other areas of the gastrointestinal tract,
depending on mineral type.
Research demonstrates the complexity of mineral function and subsequent
interactions [51]. The rate of absorption is significantly affected by several factors such
as availability, dietary level, competition for transport proteins and the presence of
components altering digestibility [48]. As stated before, minerals are required in a diet to
allow for proper enzymatic activity, immune function, and skeletal development. The
concentration present in the diet depends on the animals’ size, physiological state, and
environmental condition. Within the poultry industry, growth rate helps determine the
inclusion amount of certain ingredients. When taking this into account, a broiler’s growth
rate slows the older it gets; therefore, dietary mineral proportions significantly decrease.
For the remainder of this section, several feed additives that are of extreme importance to
the poultry industry will be discussed.

Feed Additives
As previously stated, there have been major advancements in the poultry industry
over the past decade. One area that has helped improve livability and overall performance
is nutrition and diet formulation. Due to these advancements the poultry industry is now
able to provide a feed with an excellent nutrient profile at a relatively low cost. Within
the next few sections various feed additives and how they have benefited poultry
production will be discussed.
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Exogenous Feed Enzymes
Over the past decade, exogenous enzymes have improved the nutritive worth of
feed ingredients dramatically, ultimately improving broiler performance. Enzymes are
macromolecular biological catalysts which accelerate chemical reactions [52]. Exogenous
enzymes are most often produced using microorganisms such as fungus, bacteria, and
yeast [53]. An enzyme reduces the activation energy by encouraging biochemical
reactions. Within these chemical reactions, enzymes act upon substrates and turn these
substrates into molecules, known as products. An enzyme must first bind to a substrate
before it can ever begin a chemical reaction [52]. Most enzymes are substrate specific,
meaning they will only bind to a particular substrate. Two models have often explained
the substrate-specific binding. Emily Fischer introduced the first model in 1894 known as
the lock and key model [54]. This model suggested that enzymes and substrates have
specific geometric structures that complement each other and when binding occurs they
will fit exactly into one another. Daniel Koshland, who suggested that enzymes are
flexible structures, introduced the induced fit model in 1958, stating their active site is
continuously reshaped due to the interactions with the substrate [55]. As stated before,
enzymes are known as catalysts, meaning they accelerate the rate of reaction. There are
three ways that enzymes achieve this which include: stabilizing the transition state,
providing an alternative reaction pathway, and destabilizing the substrate ground state
[52]. With each enzyme having a specific substrate-binding site they also have different
modes of action as stated above. The next sections will discuss some commonly utilized
enzymes in the poultry industry
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Phytase Enzymes
Phytase is a common enzyme used within the poultry industry to aid in P
digestion. By supplementing phytase into a diet, the amount of phytate-bound
Phosphorous (P) will decrease [56, 57], body weight gain will improve [58, 59], and
phosphorous levels in the litter will decrease [60]. Studies also have reported there to be
an increase in bone strength [61, 62]. It is often assumed that poultry lack the endogenous
enzymes required to break down phytate; however, it has been found that poultry contain
effective endogenous enzymes, but lack a sufficient amount to break down phytate [63].
It is suggested that the supplementation of exogenous enzymes is needed to increase the
amount of phytate P availability.
There are currently two broad types of commercially available phytase enzymes.
The most common class is derived from fungi, while the more recent class being
produced is derived from bacteria, such as E. coli [64]. Within each major class there are
two subclasses, 3-phytase and 6-phytase, depending on the dephosphorylation site. Both
of the major classes have different levels of pH at which the enzyme is rendered more
effective. The more recent class of enzymes is more efficient under very acidic
conditions, while the class derived from fungi works better under a less acidic pH [64].
When selecting the appropriate phytase class, it is important to not compare product-toproduct or class-to-class, due to all levels being reported at a pH of 5.5, which is a fixed
value, not an optimum value for that product [48]. The appropriate method for selecting
a phytase product is to look at how efficient the phytase units are at recovering phytase
within the diet [64].
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Application of phytase enzymes into the diet is as equally important as selecting
the correct one. If the phytase being supplemented into the diet is a mixture of fine
powders, it will often lead to poor distribution throughout the feed, and it may also be
significantly less tolerant to the heat applied to the feed during the pelleting process. Care
should be taken to not create distribution issues by supplementing a sufficient amount of
product to ensure uniformity within the feed [48].
Xylanase Enzymes
The most common enzyme used to reduce the anti-nutritive effects of NSPs is
xylanase. This enzyme is produced by many different microbial organisms such as
bacteria, fungi, and yeast [65]. Xylanase is often supplemented into the diet to reduce the
amount of arabinoxylans found primarily in wheat, its by-products, and other cereal
grains [65]. The supplementation of xylanase into broiler diets results in three main
effects: reduction of digesta viscosity [65, 67], disruption of the cell wall structure
releasing the encapsulated nutrients known as “the cage effect reduction” [68, 69], and
prebiotic tendencies within the gastrointestinal tract [70, 71]. As stated above, the
majority of xylanase is used in diets containing wheat and wheat by-products instead of
traditional corn-soy diets. Research demonstrates a reduced carbohydrase response in
these wheat based diets [72, 73]. Research has shown that carbohydrase enzymes
supplemented in corn-soy diets do show improvements in bird performance [74, 75]. This
may occur due to the variability in corn sources and other ingredients found within the
diet.
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Enzyme Cocktails
The use of different exogenous enzymes alone has become popular, but also the
use of exogenous enzyme cocktails has increased with the idea of targeting multiple
substrates [76]. According to research, there have been beneficial results when combining
enzymes [48]. However, according to Adeola and others, there are many factors to
consider, such as the composition of the diet, as well as if the bird elicits a positive
response to the additional enzyme, and do the enzymes act the same within different ages
of birds [77]. Enzyme inclusion can be attributed to overall health and gastrointestinal
tract function, which leads to increased performance, immunity, and flock uniformity.
Research by Amerah and others has shown that when considering the factors stated above
there have been positive effects of enzyme cocktails containing xylanase, amylase, and
protease due to them possibly having a synergistic effect [78].
Copper
Copper is an essential trace mineral for poultry due to its ability to aid in many
bodily functions such as iron transport, red blood cell formation, and immune function
[79]. The copper requirement for broilers is 8 ppm; however, in the U.S. poultry industry
it is common practice to use 125 to 250 ppm as a growth promoter [80, 81]. It is believed
to increase growth performance through its bactericidal, bacteriostatic, or both, effects on
the gastrointestinal tract microbiota [82, 83]. Mineral absorption is influenced by
solubility in the small intestine due to insoluble compounds such as phytate and nonstarch polysaccharides not being absorbed by the bird [84]. One of the significant factors
that determine the solubility of copper and other minerals in the gastrointestinal tract is
pH.
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Similar to pH affecting copper solubility, the source of copper can also have an
effect. Several sources of copper are commonly used in the United States, and all have
varying properties. The most commonly used source of copper used is copper sulfate; it is
typically used as a reference for comparing the bioavailability of various other copper
sources. This is due to it being very soluble in both water and acidic liquids [85, 86].
There are several other copper sources such as oxide, citrate, or sulfate, though they have
poor bioavailability; due to irritation of the gastrointestinal tract, and consequential
increased mineral excretion [87-89]. Due to the interest of the author and the research
focus of this thesis, copper hydroxychloride will be discussed in the next section.
Copper Hydroxychloride
Copper hydroxychloride is gaining more popularity due to its performance
benefits and low cost. The hydroxychloride form of copper is less likely to interact with
other vitamins and minerals, unlike copper sulfate [90]. It is also known to have a higher
bioavailability, leading to increased absorption, reduced mineral excretion, and reduced
gut irritation [90]. These characteristics have been attributed to its bond strength and
structure [91, 92]. It has been reported that the hydroxychloride form of minerals has
minimal solubility in water, but is completely soluble in a weak acid [86, 93]. Due to
hydroxychloride not being water-soluble, it allows for digestion and absorption
throughout the entire gastrointestinal tract. Olukosi and others conducted an experiment
using two sources of copper and zinc (sulfate or hydroxychloride), at two different levels
(high or low) relative to recommendations. This study found that broilers receiving the
hydroxychloride form of both zinc and copper had increased growth performance when
compared to other sulfate sources [92]. The authors believe the improved growth
15

performance was due to the increased availability [87, 94], improved nutrient utilization
[95, 96], and enhanced resistance to disease.
Probiotics
Recently, probiotics have gained widespread attention due to the increase in
antibiotic free production and their ability to improve performance under challenged
conditions [97]. Probiotics are defined as live microorganism that when administered in
adequate amounts confer a health benefit to the host [98]. Ilya Mechnikov is often
considered the father of modern probiotics due to his hypothesis that yogurt contained
beneficial bacteria, however this was based off previous work conducted by Stamen
Grigorov [99]. Stamen Grigorov, a Bulgarian microbiologist, found that Bulgarian yogurt
contained a live organism, Lactobacillus delbrueckii ssp. Bulgaricus [100].
Research has identified several modes of action however the most common is the
ability of probiotic bacteria to exert a competitive effect in the gastrointestinal tract and
produce bacteriocins, conferring an antimicrobial effect on other bacteria present [101].
Chickens can be raised under harsh environmental conditions that can cause
immunological stress. Probiotics have been found to reduce the negative impacts caused
by stress due to their immune-stimulation and anti-inflammatory reactions [101].
Although research has found probiotics to be beneficial under certain conditions, some
researchers remain skeptical due to their inconsistent effect. Zhang and others
hypothesized that these inconsistencies might be due to probiotic strain, administration
dose, and diet composition [102]. There are several species of probiotics used within the
commercial industry, but of particular interest to the author and the research focus of this
thesis, the Bacillus species will be discussed in the next section.
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Bacillus Spp.
A large number of Bacillus species are present in the soil as saprophytes and have
been known to date back to 250 million years ago [103]. Bacillus spores are highly
suitable for use in the poultry industry due to their longevity and stability. They can be
found in the normal intestinal environment of poultry and also has the ability to
germinate [103-106]. Bacillus spores can withstand the process of pelleting and once
ingested, can germinate in specific sites of the gastrointestinal tract due to its pH specific
properties. Also, it has been found that probiotics can reduce pathogenic bacteria through
their ability to prevent harmful bacteria from adhering to the intestinal epithelium,
otherwise known as competitive exclusion. These aforementioned characteristics of the
Bacillus spp. make it highly favorable for poultry feed. In the vegetative state, Bacillus
has been found to produce extracellular enzymes, which may enhance digestibility, as
well as improve overall gut immune function [107, 108]. Mountzouris and others found
that when supplementing a probiotic mixture of Bacillus licheniformis and Bacillus
subtiltis at 0.05%, FCR was significantly improved when compared to the control [109].
Due to Bacillus having the ability to rid pathogenic bacteria via competitive
exclusion, it has been hypothesized that it can inhibit Salmonella colonization while
improving performance [110]. Within poultry production, one of the most common
bacterial pathogens is Salmonella. In addition to negatively hurting growth performance
[111, 112], contamination of poultry products poses a severe health risk to consumers.
Within poultry, the primary site of colonization is the ceca. Due to these characteristics, it
has been hypothesized that the use of Bacillus spp. may be a viable alternative to
antibiotics. However, future research should continue to enhance consistency in
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performance. Within nutrition, the area of feed manufacture is as equally important as
diet formulation as it can ultimately affect the finished product. Due to its importance, the
author will be discussing the feed manufacture process in the next few sections.

Feed Manufacture Process
The process of feed manufacture is where raw materials of widely ranging
physical, chemical, and nutritional composition can be converted into a homogenous
mixture that is able to produce a positive nutritional response in the animal. Within the
feed manufacture process ingredients are subject to extensive processing and within the
next few sections the author will be discussing several of these processes.
Grinding
Grinding of ingredients is defined by the reduction of particle size by either a
hammer or roller mill to increase mixer uniformity and increase performance
characteristics [113]. The poultry industry adopted the action of grinding to prevent
particle size selection when feeding a mash feed, prior to the use of pelleted feed [114].
During the era of feeding mash feed, it was common practice to grind all grains to the
same level of fineness to prevent selection. However, the adaption of pelleting solved the
aforementioned problem in broiler production, since all ground particles are bound into a
larger particle preventing ingredient selection [115].
A reduction of particle size in cereal grains can be achieved by two different
methods, through the use of a hammer mill or roller mill. A hammer mill uses a set of
hammers moving at a high rate of speed within a chamber, with screen size being a major
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influence on particle size. The efficiency of a hammer mill can be influenced by several
factors (grain type, grain moisture, feed rate, motor size, etc.) [116]. A roller mill is
comprised of two horizontal rollers and can be adjusted according to the desired particle
size. The use of a roller mill requires less energy than a hammer mill and produces a
more a uniform distribution of particles [117]. Some problems associated with the use of
a roller mill is the ability of undersized grains to escape [118], and also the shape of
particles produced are irregular, being more cubic than round [119, 120].
Particle size of cereal grains, such as corn and wheat, are of the utmost
importance to a commercial mill, due to the grinding process occurring on site, which
allows for easy modification to achieve desired particle size. Research has shown that the
particle size of whole grains in a diet can influence growth and gastrointestinal
characteristics in broilers. Published research suggests that having a larger particle size
grain in feed may improve bird health, as well as influence gizzard size and function
[121-123]. The improvement in performance may be due to increased enzyme secretion
in the gizzard [123]. Larger particles also increase feed retention time, ultimately
increasing digestion [124]. Studies have also shown that grain particle size does not affect
performance in broilers receiving pelleted diets. Jacobs and others showed differences
among coarse and fine ground corn with broilers demonstrating a decrease in FCR and
weigh gain as particle size increased. However, when replicating the study again there
were no differences [125]. The confounding research could possibly be explained by the
pelleting process changing the size distribution among particles [122].
The grinding of cereal grains into a smaller particle to a certain size is favorable
among commercial integrators due to the energy savings associated with it. It is also
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favorable due to its ability to disrupt the seed coat and cell walls, which enables increased
exposure of nutrients in the endosperm to enzymes in the digestive tract of the animal
[122]. Other benefits include ease of handling, better mixing properties, increase bulk
density, and ease of facilitating further processes, such as extrusion and pelleting [119].
Although there are several benefits associated with grinding, the amount of energy used
when grinding is also important.
With feed being the single largest expense in the poultry production, integrators
are constantly looking for ways to save money on energy. Dozier suggested that in
broiler feed alone energy usage accounts for 25 to 30% of cost [126]. When grinding
cereal grains into a fine ground particle size these costs increase dramatically. Research
has shown that cereal grain particle size does not affect pellet mill efficiency [127, 128].
These findings suggest that in order to justify the use of a fine ground cereal grain, the
performance benefits must dramatically offset the cost of energy. Due to the hammer
mills ease of use and maintenance, it is the most commonly used method of grinding
within the commercial industry. When selecting the appropriate particle size for cereal
grains, it is important to take into account factors such as energy costs, performance, and
bird health to make the best economical decision.
Mixing
Mixing is one of the most critical steps in the feed manufacturing process. There
are two standard methods used in the commercial industry, continuous and batch, with
batch being the most common [129]. A batch-mixing process consists of weighing and
loading mix components, mixing, and then discharge of the mixed product. Within the
poultry industry batch mixing is preferred over continuous mixing due to several reasons
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that include control of mix quality, batch traceability, lower costs, and adjustable mixing
time [129]. Typically dry ingredients are added first, followed by wet ingredients, such as
fat, while mixing times vary between each milling operation.
Mixer uniformity is an important critical control point in the feed mill that must
be monitored to ensure a homogenous mixture. The uniformity of a diet is important to
ensure that a broiler will receive a balanced diet, due to the minimal inclusion of some
feed additives and also to maximize nutrient utilization [130]. It is common practice to
test mixer uniformity by placing a known marker in the diet. A common marker used
with a diet is sodium chloride, due to it being inexpensive, accurate and rapid [131]. Once
samples are collected, the coefficient of variation is calculated using the following
equation: % CV= ((Standard Deviation of Samples/ Sample Mean) x 100) [132]. The
target mixer uniformity should be <10% to ensure a homogenous mixture [133, 130].
Pelleting
The pelleting process consists of shaping mash feed into a larger particle through
a mechanical process [131]. Following the mixing process, the mash feed enters into the
conditioning chamber, where moisture in the form of steam is applied. Research has
shown that conditioning mash with steam will improve pellet quality via starch
gelatinization, the operation of the pellet mill, and increase uniformity of finished feed
[134, 135].
After conditioning, the mash is then forced through the pellet die via corrugated
rolls, forming a pellet. After extrusion, the pellets are cut to the manufacturer’s desired
length using a set of knives located around the pellet die. The hot pellet then enters into
the cooler where it is cooled and moisture is removed.
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Pellet cooling is accomplished by drawing ambient air through a bed of pellets.
There are several types of coolers (vertical, horizontal, counter flow) available to the
commercial industry, but they all possess the same goal of reducing the temperature of
feed. The type of cooler used is dependent on mill preference and infrastructure. The
cooling process is often overlooked but is essential to reduce the moisture in the feed,
preventing the growth of fungi. Several factors can influence retention time and air flow
in the cooler; these factors include bed surface area, bed thickness, air velocity, and
material flow rate in the cooler. Two of the above-mentioned factors, bed thickness and
flow rate, are of extreme importance due to their ability to be easily adjusted and
controlled. If bed depth is not uniform, high spots will be created with areas not receiving
proper air flow, and there will not be a reduction of temperature and moisture in those
areas [136]. Additionally, retention rate in the cooler is equally as important. If pellets do
not spend the appropriate amount of time in the cooler, they will ultimately not reach the
target temperature and moisture levels.
Following cooling, the pellet is either sent to the correct holding bin or sent to the
crumbler, depending on the type of feed being made. After leaving the pellet mill, the
feed passes through several sets of mesh screens. This is done to ensure that any fines or
pellets that do not meet production standards are returned to the pellet mill for
reprocessing. From the broiler performance perspective, pelleting is known to improve
weight gain, feed intake and feed efficiency. These positive changes in performance are
most often associated with increased nutrient intake, reduced feed wastage, and decreased
energy spent for consuming feed [122]. While the feed manufacture process varies for
each commercial operation, the aforementioned outline provides a general basis on the
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operations that occur. However, the primary focus of this section will be discussing
previous research on feed processing and how it affects exogenous enzyme efficacy.

Influence of Feed Processing on Exogenous Enzymes
During the process of feed manufacture, feed is subject to an array of processes
that include grinding, mixing, conditioning, and pelleting. At each step, feed quality and
bird performance may be either negatively or positively affected [137]. When examining
the processes that can negatively affect feed quality, grinding and pelleting have been the
most researched [138]. In fact, these two processes have also been identified as critical
factors that affect the efficacy of exogenous enzymes [138].
Grinding
Previous research has investigated the possible interactions among grain particle
size and efficacy of exogenous enzymes [138]. However, confounding results have been
found among previous research determining the optimal particle size to increase
exogenous enzyme efficacy. Amerah and cohorts examined the effect of xylanase
(produced by Trichoderma viride) among two different particle sizes of either medium
(618 μm) or coarse (882 μm) ground wheat. It was reported that the supplementation of
xylanase improved the apparent metabolizable energy in both particle sizes; however,
FCR was improved when feeding the coarse ground particle size [123]. Kim and others
found that in pigs, digestible energy of the diet was increased by xylanse supplementation
in diets containing coarse ground wheat [138]. It has been hypothesized that the cell wall
of coarsely ground wheat is less disrupted and in turn, this might increase the efficiency
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of cell wall degrading enzymes [123]. Furthermore, research has shown that a coarsely
ground particle size of ingredients increases gizzard function and endogenous enzyme
secretions [124]. When looking at research examining the interactive and individual
effects of corn particle size on phytase efficacy, there are unclear results due to the
variations of particle sizes used. Kasim and Edwards looked at the effects of three
different corn particle sizes, either fine (484 μm), medium (573 μm), or coarse (894 μm),
on a 3-phytase produced by Aspergillus niger and its efficacy on broiler performance.
Their study demonstrated that phytase supplementation improved weight gain across all
three particle sizes. However, there was an interaction among particle size, and phytase
supplementation with the medium particle size (573 μm) having a significant reduction in
BW when phytase was supplemented [139]. Contradictory to these results, Amerah and
Ravindran found that when supplementing a 6-phytase produced by
Schizosaccharomyces pombe, coarse grinding (849 μm) improved BWG, but had no
effect on feed intake and FCR [140]. These data confirm that exogenous enzyme efficacy
can be affected by particle size and type of grain; therefore these factors should be taken
into consideration when supplementing exogenous enzymes.
Pelleting
Due to the cost of pelleting being offset by the associated performance benefits,
broiler feeds are commonly presented in the form of a pellet [141]. The use of high
conditioning temperatures are often associated with increased pellet quality, ultimately
increasing performance [142, 143]. As previously mentioned, another factor that can
affect enzyme efficiency is pelleting temperature. Contrary to these previous results,
other studies have shown that higher conditioning temperatures may also negatively
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affect growth performance and feed conversion ratio, which could be associated with the
destruction of heat sensitive nutrients and exogenous feed enzymes [138, 144].
Bedford and others found a linear reduction in enzyme activity as pelleting
temperature increased, with an improvement in bird performance observed as feed was
conditioned at 81-83oC [145]. The available data suggest that phytase and carbohydrase
enzymes have been found to lose a significant amount of activity after temperatures
exceed 70 and 80oC, respectively. Furthermore, more factors should be taken into
consideration when selecting the appropriate enzyme, such as heat processing time and
method, diet type, pelleting temperature, and age of birds.

Conclusion
Over the past decade, the poultry industry has made tremendous improvements in
production and efficiency that can be attributed to areas of nutrition outlined in this
literature review. These improvements have proven that the poultry industry is an
important part of the agricultural industry worldwide and can help feed the growing
world population. However, the poultry industry is continually striving to improve
performance and efficiency through the use of different feed additives.
The author will discuss in chapter 2 of this thesis the effects of exogenous
enzymes when supplemented into diets varying nutrient density and their effects on
growth performance, processing characteristics, footpad dermatitis and woody breast
severity. Additionally, in chapter 3 the author will discuss the individual and interactive
effects of Bacillus lichienformis and Copper Hydroxychloride on male broiler growth
performance.
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CHAPTER II
EFFECTS OF NUTRIENT DENSITY AND ENZYME INCLUSION STRATEGY ON
ROSS X ROSS 708 MALE BROILERS UNDER A NATURAL DISEASE
CHALLENGE
Summary
Although corn and soybean meal are routinely used in U.S. poultry formulations,
they still contain antinutrients such as phytate and nonstarch polysaccharides. Research
has demonstrated that exogenous enzyme (phytase and xylanase) supplementation can
reduce these indigestible components to improve broiler performance; though more
research is needed. These enzymes may have differing efficacies depending on diets
nutrient density (ND) and enzyme inclusion strategy (EIS) utilized. Additionally, EIS
has recently been studied as a potential antibiotic alternative during a disease challenge,
such as necrotic enteritis. Therefore, the objective of this research was to examine the
effects of varying ND with the following EIS: EIS1-NoEnzyme, EIS2-1500
FTU/kg+1500 EPU/kg, or EIS3-1500 FTU/kg+3000 EPU/kg on d 0-59 broiler
performance, footpad dermatitis (FPD), woody breast severity (WBS), and % breast yield
(BY) for birds experiencing a natural disease challenge. From 0-59 d, broilers receiving
HD diets consumed 64g less feed. Broilers fed HD diets had an 18 point reduction in
FCR compared to LD; broilers fed EIS2 had an improved FCR by 4 pts compared to
birds receiving EIS1. Also, broilers receiving HD diets had a lower incidence of FPD.
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Broilers receiving HD demonstrated lower WBS, while birds fed EIS3 exhibited the
lowest WBS in comparison to all other EIS. An ND and EIS interaction was also
observed; broilers had similar BY, but those fed HD+EIS3 had the lowest BY. In this
study, we demonstrated improvements in growth performance depending on the EIS and
ND being utilized.

Description of the Problem
Within the poultry industry, feed costs represent around 70% of total costs for a
commercial integrator. Due to these high costs, nutritionists try to optimize the inputs
through the use of least-cost formulation, while striving to increase meat yields and lower
FCR [1]. For least cost formulation, by-products such as meat and bone meal, as well as
readily available feedstuffs of plant origin, like corn and soybean meal, are often used
due to their lower costs per ton and excellent nutrient profile. Although these feedstuffs
are highly suitable for poultry production, they also contain indigestible components such
as phytate and nonstarch polysaccharides (NSPs).
The substrate phytate is found in feedstuffs of plant origin where the phosphorus
component serves as a reservoir during seed germination [2]. Phytate has been found to
negatively affect bird performance due to its low digestibility. Additionally, phytate also
can bind to many essential nutrients such as Calcium (Ca) and Phosphorus (P), making
them less available to the bird [3]. Diets deficient in Ca and/or P can stunt the growth of
chicks and reduce overall performance, as they are essential macro-minerals involved in
bone formation and many metabolic pathways [4].
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Phytase is a common exogenous enzyme used within the poultry industry to
combat the effects of phytate. Previous research has demonstrated that when
supplementing phytase, the adverse effects of phytate can be reduced [5]. More recent
research demonstrates that superdosing phytase above 250 FTU/kg in commercial poultry
diets results in improvements in phytate P bioavailability [6, 7], BW gain [8, 9], and also
lower P levels in the litter [5]. When supplementing phytase into the diet, the amount of
inorganic P formulated in the diet is also reduced, making it cost effective while
increasing performance.
Of the ingredients commonly utilized in formulation of U.S. poultry diets,
soybean meal contains large amounts of NSPs that cannot be digested by the endogenous
enzymes secreted by poultry and other monogastric animals [10]. One of the major
concerns with this indigestible component is the increase in intestinal viscosity and the
negative effects associated with it, such as decreased diet digestibility [11]. Increasing
intestinal viscosity causes nutrients to become trapped and unavailable to the bird,
ultimately slowing down the rate of digestion and decreasing bird performance [1].
Research has shown that supplementing xylanase can combat these negative effects of
NSPs [12]. Research suggests that xylanase works through several mechanisms within
the gastrointestinal tract (GIT). One proposed mechanism of action is its ability to break
down soluble arabinoxylans to reduce digesta viscosity [13]. It has also been suggested
that xylanases can directly perforate the cell walls of feedstuffs that otherwise would
remain intact, ultimately increasing the activity of endogenous enzymes [14]. Lastly,
research has suggested that xylanase can release oligosaccharides due to the destruction
of xylans within the GIT, which can have a prebiotic effect [15].
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Research demonstrates that when xylanase and phytase are supplemented alone,
they can improve growth performance [16, 17]. This is due to the improved access to cell
contents or improvements in the intestinal microbiota [18, 19]. However, when
supplementing both into the diet, the possible interactions among them are still unclear
[20]. It has been hypothesized that when combining these two enzymes, xylanase will
increase the efficacy of phytase due its ability to disrupt the cell wall of ingredients. This
allows for phytate to be more accessible and ultimately release bound nutrients and
minerals [19]. It is believed that the combined use of these enzymes may provide further
nutritional benefit and help alleviate some of the current challenges facing the broiler
industry, which will be discussed in the sections below.
Necrotic enteritis (NE) is a common disease found in poultry and can cause very
high mortality rates of around 1% a day and around 30% for total mortalities during a
grow out period [21]. The cause of NE, C. perfringens, is a gram positive, spore forming,
anaerobic bacteria found in dust, feces, and poultry litter [22]. Signs of NE usually begin
two to six weeks after hatch, and can be characterized by the sudden onset of diarrhea
and mucosal necrosis, caused by the over growth of C. perfringens in the small intestine
[23]. Research has found that the supplementation of exogenous enzymes reduce the
amount of NSP and in return, may reduce the effects of C. perfringens, as it is believed
this insoluble component is beneficial to this pathogenic bacteria [22]. Another area of
concern currently in the poultry industry is woody breast.
Woody breast is a modern broiler myopathy that can affect the tactile
characteristics of raw breast fillets, making them firmer than normal fillets [24, 25].
Woody breast has negatively affected consumer preference, ultimately affecting overall
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profit for a commercial integrator. It has been documented that broiler downgrades due to
woody breast have resulted in an economic loss of $200 million per year [25, 26]. The
incidence of woody breast is often associated with high yielding/fast growing broilers,
leading to increased metabolic stressors [27]. Due to woody breasts exhibiting an
increased amount of metabolic stressors, trace mineral efficacy has become of interest
due to their ability to support the antioxidant system. One possibility of reducing woody
breast and improving nutrient utilization is through EIS; as previously described, they can
release bound nutrients and minerals, leading to improved growth efficiency [28].
Although the cut up sector of poultry processing is of great economic importance,
one area often overlooked is the international trade of chicken paws. Though, the poultry
industry has economically benefited from the chicken paw market, there are several
factors that can affect its profitability. The most common factor associated with its
profitability being foot pad dermatitis, a type of contact dermatitis often related to high
moisture litter [29, 30]. While commonly used to maximize performance, high nutrient
densities have also often been associated with an increase in footpad dermatitis [31].
These diets are usually achieved via increased soybean meal inclusion, thus resulting in
increased NSP content of the diet. The implications of this are a decrease in digestibility,
resulting in sticky droppings and wet litter conditions [32], and ultimately impacting
footpad scores (and potential profit). The use of EIS may alleviate these negative affects;
however, research in this area is conflicting [33], warranting more research to be
conducted.
Due to the findings in current literature of exogenous enzymes demonstrating
performance benefits, it may be hypothesized they can also improve performance under
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challenged conditions and help alleviate current issues in the broiler industry. Therefore,
the objective of this current research was to take a comprehensive approach to examine
the response of broilers during a natural disease challenge when provided diets
formulated to varied ND (LD or ND) supplemented with encapsulated phytase and a
granular xylanase using various EIS. In the starter phase, diets were supplemented with
EIS1 or EIS2. In the remaining growout: EIS1- No Enzyme, EIS2- 1500 FTU/kg+1500
EPU/kg or EIS3- 1500 FTU/kg+3000 EPU/kg. The increase in EIS after the starter phase
was due to findings from previous research which hypothesized broilers need an
increased inclusion as birds grow due to the amount of endogenous enzyme supply
increasing. These experimental diets were fed to Ross x Ross 708 male broilers to
determine their effects on d 0-59 growth performance, d 60 processing characteristics,
footpad dermatitis, and woody breast severity.

Materials and Methods
Experimental Diet Preparation
Diet Formulation
Nutrient analyses were performed on corn, soybean meal, dried distillers grains
and solubles, and poultry meat and bone meal using near-infrared reflectance
spectroscopy (NIRS). Approximately 500g of each previously mentioned ingredient was
obtained and then ground for 20 seconds using a FOSS KnifetecTM 1095. Five grams of
each sample were scanned in a closed “¼ full” rectangular cup in a Foss model XDS
Monochromator XM - 1000 using Foss ISIscan software (FOSS NIRSystems, Laurel,
MD). After the analysis was performed, the nutrient content of each ingredient was then
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modified within the diet formulation program (Concept 5, CFC Tech Services INC.) to
meet the analyzed values. This was done for each formulation of each feeding phase.
Basal diets were similar in composition, comprised of contained corn, soybean
meal, dried distillers grains and solubles, and poultry meat and bone meal. For all diets,
dried distillers grains and solubles and meat and bone meal were held constant. The HD
diet was formulated to have a 1% increase in energy when compared to breeder
recommendations [34] with 2% reduction in dLys. The LD diet was formulated to have a
9% decrease in energy when compared to breeder recommendations [34] with 2%
increase in dLys. The matrix values for the exogenous enzymes utilized were based on
manufacturer recommendations. Treatment 1 consisted of the HD alone; Treatment 2
consisted of the LD alone; Treatments 3 and 4 utilized LD + EIS2 and LD + EIS3,
respectively; Treatments 5 and 6 utilized HD + EIS2 and HD + EIS3, respectively.
Batching
For each feeding phase, two different basal diets (HD and LD) were batched and
allocated equally among six treatments at the Mississippi State University Poultry
Research Unit feed mill. Each batch was mixed in a vertical screw mixer (0.907 tonne,
Jacobson). Corn, soybean meal, dried distillers grains and solubles, and poultry meat and
bone meal were mixed for five minutes pre fat addition and ten minutes post fat addition.
Batching was performed in order of ND, starting LD and continuing in numerical
treatment order, with HD diets being batched last. The mixer was cleaned out when
changing from the LD to HD diets with a shop vacuum to prevent any cross
contamination of EIS.
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Feed Manufacture
All basal diets were transported to the Poultry Research Unit of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (Starkville, MS). Phytase (Optiphos® 2000 PF) and xylanase
(Hostazym® X microGranulate) inclusions were mixed separately for five minutes with
11 kg of the correct basal diet in a small mixer (capacity approximately 15 kg) and then
added back to each corresponding basal diet. Next, the entire original batch plus 11 kg of
basal with corresponding mixed EIS was mixed with this bag for five minutes in a
horizontal double ribbon mixer (0.907 tonne, Jacobson) to create a homogenous mixture.
To prevent cross-contamination between treatments, 50 kg of whole kernel corn was used
to flush out the mixer.
Treatments were steam conditioned for 10 seconds prior to pelleting in a 40 HP
CPM pellet mill with a 38.1 x 4.76 mm pellet die. Temperatures were monitored and
recorded and did not reach above 80oC. Unconditioned mash and finished feed samples
were collected throughout each treatment run on day of pelleting, then sent off for
nutrient (pellet diet only) and/or enzyme (unconditioned and pellet samples) analysis
(Table 2.2; 2.3). The starter diet was fed from d 0 to 14; the grower diet was fed from d
14 to 29; the finisher diet was fed from d 29 to 46; and the withdrawal diet was fed from
d 46 to 59. The starter consisted of “crumbled” feed, while all other phases consisted of
“pelleted” feed.
Broiler Management
This study was conducted in agreement with the Mississippi State University
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC # 15-099). On day of hatch, Ross
x Ross 708 make broiler chicks were obtained from a local hatchery (Peco Foods, Gordo,
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AL). The birds were allocated equally in 60 floor pens (1.219 x 1.524 m; 20 birds/pen;
0.093 m2/bird) at the Mississippi State University Poultry Research Unit. The solid side
wall grow-out house contained current commercial broiler house equipment including:
Cumberland Edge Controller (Cumberland, Assumption, IL), two evaporative cool cells
(12 m), 3 radiant tube heaters, and 4 fans (1.2 m). Negative air pressure was used to
achieve cross ventilation. Each pen bedding consisted of used litter obtained from the
Mississippi State University commercial broiler houses (~10 years old, 41 flocks). Feed
and water were provided to the birds for ad libitum consumption using/utilizing four
drinking nipples and one tube-type feeder per pen (16 kg capacity). From d 0 -7 feed was
provided on a feed tray to ensure chicks could access feed, then transitioned to the tube
feeder. Temperature and lighting schedule were in accordance with Ross breeder
standards [35]. The target ambient house temperature on d 0 was 32.2 oC, on d 4 it was
decreased to 31.1 oC. Starting on d 7, there was a gradual decrease in temp of 0.5 oC per
day until 18.3 oC was achieved on d 35. Light was provided to the birds at full intensity
via LED bulbs (26.9 lux) for 24 hrs from d 0 to 7; following d 7, a 4 hour reduction in
light hours began and continued through d 59. There was also a decrease in light intensity
starting on d 10 and this continued until d 18, when the target intensity of 2.69 lux was
achieved.
Processing
Four random birds were chosen from each pen after the d 59 weigh day. The birds
were placed on a 12 hour feed withdrawal program to ensure no fecal material remained
in the gastrointestinal tract. The broilers were cooped and processed on d 60 using a
commercial inline processing system at the Mississippi State University pilot processing
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plant. After processing, carcasses were chilled via immersion chilling for 4 hours at 1.5
o

C before deboning. The following measurements were recorded: carcass weight, fat pad

weight, boneless skinless breast weight, and tender weight. All data collected was used to
calculate processing yields. Additionally, after scalding, birds were scored for footpad
dermatitis. The methodology employed is explained below in more detail. Also, after
deboning, breasts were scored for WBS as outlined in more detail in a section below.
Footpad Dermatitis Scoring
As previously mentioned, birds were individually evaluated for footpad dermatitis
on d 60 during processing. Birds were assigned a lesion score based on a three-point scale
by a trained individual before reaching the evisceration line. This location was chosen
due to the removal of excess excreta on the footpads, allowing for a more accurate score.
The scoring procedure used is described in the Ross Tech Notes “Broiler Foot Health Controlling Foot Pad dermatitis”, the three point scale is as follows: 0 = No lesions no or
very small superficial lesions, slight discoloration on a limited, mild hyperkeratosis; 1 =
Mild lesion, discoloration of the footpad, superficial lesions, dark papillae; 2 = Severe
lesions, ulcers or scabs, signs of hemorrhages or swollen footpads [36].
Woody Breast Scoring
Boneless, skinless, whole breast fillets were assessed to determine the severity of
the myopathy referred to as “Woody Breast” present. To prevent a biased score, 3 trained
individuals in the area of woody breast sensory testing assigned scores to each breast
fillet. The scores were categorized as follows: “0 = fillets that were flexible throughout
(normal); 1 = fillets that were hard mainly in the cranial region but flexible otherwise
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(mild); 2 = fillets that were hard throughout but flexible in mid to caudal region
(moderate); 3 = fillets that were extremely hard and rigid throughout from cranial region
to caudal tip (severe)” [37]. The final reported score was obtained using a majority rule
method. In the event that a general consensus on scoring could not be reached, the
median score was utilized for statistical analysis.
Statistical Analysis
A 2 x 2 factorial arrangement within a randomized complete block design was
utilized in the starter phase (d 0-14), while a 2 x 3 factorial arrangement within a
randomized complete block design was utilized throughout the remainder of the study (d
14-59, 0-59, d 60). Within the starter phase, each treatment had 15 replication pens (15
blocks; designated by location). During the remainder of the grow out, each treatment
had 10 replicate pens (10 blocks; designated by location). Throughout the entire study,
one floor pen (1.219 x 1.524 m) of birds was considered the experimental unit and the
experimental period was from d 0-60. All data was analyzed using the GLM procedure in
SAS (Version 9.4). The P value was set at ≤ 0.05.

Results and Discussion
Broiler Performance
Performance variables during d 0-14, d 14-29, d 29-46, d 46-59, and d 0-59 can
be found in Tables 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8, respectively.
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EIS x ND Interactions
During the 14-29 d (grower) growth phase there was a significant interaction for
FI/bird (FI) (P=0.015; Table 2.5). Broilers receiving HD, regardless of EIS, exhibited the
lowest FI, while broilers receiving LD+EIS2 and LD+EIS3 having the highest FI, while
broilers receiving LD+EIS1 were intermediate. Additionally, there was an interaction
from 29-46 d (Finisher) for FCR (P=0.047; Table 2.6). Broilers receiving LD, regardless
of EIS, exhibited an ~18 point higher average FCR as compared to broilers fed HD+EIS2
and HD+EIS3 diets, which both exhibited the lowest FCR. Broilers fed HD+EIS1 diets
had an intermediate FCR.
To help explain these interactions, it is essential to consider the dietary
differences among ND and EIS. For the ND specifications, either a 1% increase (HD) or
9% decrease (LD) in ND was utilized in formulation when compared to breeder
recommendations [34]. This is noteworthy, as previous research has demonstrated
broilers to adjust their FI to meet their nutrient requirements, affecting FCR [38, 39]. It is
also important to remember that in the starter phase, EIS utilized either No enzymes
(EIS1) or 1500 FTU/kg+1500 EPU/kg (EIS2). After the starter phase, birds fed EIS2
were then equally divided and either continued on EIS2 or fed EIS3 (1500 FTU/kg+3000
EPU/kg). Previous research has demonstrated that the efficiency among exogenous
enzymes is often dependent on the amount of substrate available within the diet to act
upon [40]. Therefore, the use of matrix values may have played an important role due to
HD having a higher ND and thus available substrate, as compared to LD.
While the benefits of xylanase enzymes, such as that utilized in the current study,
have been well documented in wheat-based diets due to the high NSP content [41, 42].
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Corn and soybean meal have also been documented to have a NSP content of 8.5 and
23.6%, respectively [43]. For the diet formulations utilized in the current study (Table
2.1), in all phases except the starter, the HD diet has an increased inclusion of soybean
meal and thus, likely an increased the NSP content. Therefore, EIS2 and EIS3 had more
opportunity to enhance bird performance via increased available substrate and subsequent
increased nutrient availability in HD diets. Another possible explanation for the current
data is the amount of supplemental fat in the HD diets. Diets of HD had consistently
higher supplemental fat inclusions due to its nutrient specifications as compared to LD
diets. Research has demonstrated as supplemental fat inclusion increases the passage rate
of feed also increases linearly [44]. Additionally, research has demonstrated increased
retention time allows endogenous and exogenous enzymes to act upon their substrates in
an environment that optimizes their activity, likely improving digestibility [45].
EIS Main Effects
In general, data from the current study demonstrated that the supplementation of
phytase and xylanase improved FCR, BW, and BWG; though, these data were not
consistent and will be discussed below. From 0 to 14 d, EIS (P=0.003; Table 2.4) was
found to affect BWG and BW significantly. These data demonstrate that broilers fed
EIS2 exhibited an increase in BW and BWG when compared to broilers receiving EIS1.
During the 14 to 29 d (Grower) growth period, EIS significantly affected BWG and BW
(P<0.007; Table 2.5). Birds fed EIS1 demonstrated a decrease in BWG when compared
to broilers receiving EIS2 and EIS3. For BW, feeding birds EIS2 maximized d 29 BW
when compared to birds fed EIS1, though birds fed EIS3 had similar BW as birds fed
both EIS1 and EIS2. During the 29-46 d growth (Finisher) phase, BW was found to be
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significantly affected by EIS (P=0.029; Table 2.6). With broilers receiving EIS2
exhibiting an increase in BW of 6 grams when compared to broilers receiving EIS1,
while broilers receiving EIS3 performed intermediately. Additionally, FCR was
significantly affected, but was previously discussed in EIS x ND interaction (P=0.046;
Table 2.6). Overall data (d 0-59) demonstrated that the main effect of EIS significantly
affected FCR, with broilers receiving EIS2 having a 4 pt reduction in FCR in comparison
to birds receiving EIS1 while EIS3 performed intermediately (P=0.040; Table 2.8).
Multiple enzyme use is theorized to be more effective in their ability to interact
and improve various diet formulations due to their ability to release encapsulated
nutrients that normally would not be released by endogenous enzymes. Previous research
has demonstrated that xylanase can improve the digestibility of P when supplemented
with exogenous phytase [46], as shown in the current study when utilizing EIS2 (1500
FTU/kg+1500 EPU/kg). The proposed mode of action is believed to be associated with
xylanase destructing the cell wall of feedstuffs, allowing phytase more access to phytate
[47]. Cowieson and Adeola [48] reported that when supplementing phytase in
conjunction with xylanase, amylase, and glucanase, approximately 30% of the undigested
starch, amino acids, fat and Ca, as well as 60% of the undigested P was captured.
Supplementation of these enzymes improved bird performance and they attributed this to
the birds’ maintenance requirements being reducing and antinutrients in the diets being
minimized. Previous research reports similar improved performance when supplementing
an enzyme cocktail containing xylanase, amylase, and protease in conjunction with a
phytase enzyme in corn/soy based diets [48].
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The intermediate performance of birds fed EIS3 diets may be explained by the
maximum amount of substrate being utilized in comparison to exogenous enzyme
supplementation in the present diet, limiting the efficiency of EIS3. Research has found
that corn and soybean meal based diets contain a higher soluble NSP content (39.4%) as
compared to a corn and wheat based diets (33.5%) [43].
In the current study, as the birds grew, the effects of EIS on BW and BWG
became nonexistent within the withdrawal phase (d 46-59). Previous research has
hypothesized that younger birds may have increased performance benefit from exogenous
enzyme supplementation due to their limited supply of endogenous enzymes in the GIT
[49]. This may in part, explain data from the current study.
ND Main Effects
Throughout all growth phases, ND was found to affect FCR and FI significantly
P<0.03; Table 2.4-2.8); though, this was not true for the withdrawal phase (d 46-59) in
which FI was not, but BWG was impacted. As previously noted, research has established
that birds will attempt to adjust feed intake to meet their nutrient requirements, which can
influence FCR [38, 39]. In the current study, as chicks consumed LD, FI was increased,
likely to meet nutrient requirements; thus, increasing FCR as compared to broilers
receiving HD. Previous research also demonstrates other performance factors may be
affected by ND, such as growth performance [50]. Campbell and others [51] reported a
higher BW and improved FCR with increased nutrient density diets with metabolizable
energy ranging between 2647-3252 kcal/kg in the starter and 2708-3327 kcal/kg in the
finisher, these improvements are in agreement with the current research.
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Mortality
A significant interaction among ND and EIS was found for mortality during the
withdrawal phase (d 46-59; P=0.016; Table 2.7). Broilers fed LD+EIS2 and LD+EIS3
exhibited the highest mortality, but similar to birds fed HD+EIS1 and HD+EIS2. Birds
fed LD+EIS1 and HD+EIS3 had the lowest, but were also similar to HD+EIS1 and
HD+EIS2. Although not significant, the overall data (d 0-59) mortality was high; this
increased mortality mainly occurred within the starter (d 0-14) and grower (d 14-29)
phases. Upon necropsying daily mortality during these phases, the cause of death
appeared to be associated with NE. C. perfringens is commonly found within commercial
poultry litter and its likely presence in the current research may have been due to used
commercial litter being used as bedding in the floor pens. The litter from these houses
had been routinely used for the commercial contract growout of broilers since 2005.
Research has demonstrated that the supplementation of exogenous enzymes may
reduce pathogenic bacteria due to their ability to reduce digestive stress and increase
nutrient absorption [52]. However, contrary to these findings, research has found that the
supplementation of exogenous enzymes has no effect on C. perfringens [53, 54].
Additionally, research has found that the use of high protein diets similar to that of HD
predisposes birds to NE [55, 56]. This is believed to be associated with the increased
levels of dietary protein contributing to increased amounts of amino acids in the small
intestine that help with the proliferation of C. perfringens [57]. Although the current
findings are not fully understood, research has demonstrated that when broilers are fed
HD diets increased amounts of protein ends up in the hind gut where it is subject to
microbial fermentation as this may in part explain the current data [58] .
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Processing
EIS x ND Interactions
An interaction between ND and EIS was found for d 60 BY (P=0.02; Table 2.9).
For this, feeding LD diets, regardless of EIS, as well as feeding birds HD+EIS2,
maximized BY. Feeding broilers HD+EIS3, resulted in a lower BY; birds fed HD+EIS1
exhibited an intermediate and similar BY. This is in contrast to previous enzyme research
which demonstrated no increase in BY when supplementing a combination of xylanase,
amylase, and protease enzymes [59]. Increased yields from current research may be
associated with the release of bound nutrients, such as amino acids, as a result of
supplementing EIS2 (1500 FTU/kg+1500 EPU/kg) [59]. Additionally, in agreement with
the current data, ND has also been found to alter BY when broilers received low ND
diets; yield is also maximized via increased FI [60], which is also supposed by the current
study.
EIS Main Effects
On d 60, the main effect of EIS was found to significantly affect WBS, with EIS2
having the highest WBS as compared to all other EIS (P=0.014; Table 2.9). Research
demonstrates an increase in WBS as performance and growth rate increases [60-64]. This
is in agreement with the current study, as birds fed EIS2 consistently had improved
performance in variables such as FCR, BW and BWG throughout the experimental
period as compared to all other EIS. It is also important to note that there was a trend in
breast weight for EIS (P=0.089; Table 2.9). Broilers fed EIS2 also had an increase of ~31
grams. These findings help identify and add to the literature on the impact of EIS on WB.
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ND Main Effects
The main effect of ND was found significant for several d 60 processing
characteristics. Broilers receiving HD diets had increased fat pad weight and yield
(P<0.03; Table 2.9), which has been found in previous research [65, 66]. Previous
research by Mabray and Waldroup [67] demonstrated similar results when feeding 2970,
3190, and 3410 ME kcal/kg, with fat pad deposition increasing as ND increased;
however, it was observed that the degree of fat could be significantly reduced by
increasing dietary amino acid levels 20% beyond NRC recommendations. Therefore,
these data are in part supported by previous research, as the current study utilized diets
containing either a 1% increase or 9% decrease in energy levels beyond breeder
recommendations. However, we did not observe a significant decrease in fat pad weight
and this may be explained by the current amino acid levels being increased by only 2%.
Notably, research has shown that higher amino acid levels beyond breeder
recommendations (>2%) lead to reduced abdominal fat [68-70].
Additionally, ND significantly affected FPD with broilers receiving HD
demonstrating a lower incidence of FPD (P<0.01; Table 2.9). The authors hypothesize
that the reduced FI/bird observed in the current study from 0-59 d, aided in reduced FPD
through less excreta, ultimately lowering litter moisture (although, litter moisture was not
obtained). Previous research has demonstrated that the use of high soybean meal
inclusions may have a negative effect on FPD by producing excreta with a high viscosity
[71]. Therefore, the increased FI obtained throughout the current study with broilers fed
LD diets may have resulted in increased excreta moisture, increasing FPD [72, 73].
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On d 60, broilers fed HD diets exhibited a lower severity of woody breast (P
<0.05; Table 2.9). Again, feed intake from 0-59 d may help explain these data. Previous
research has found that increased WBS has been associated with increased BY and also
with increased FI [60]. In the current study, birds fed LD diets had an increase in BY and
also WBS, which may provide an explanation for the data obtained.
Summary
Throughout the current study, EIS improved broiler performance of Ross 708
male broilers under a natural NE challenge. It is believed enzyme efficiency was
associated with the substrate pool present within each respective ND. When
comprehensively looking at all variables throughout this current study, FI, seemed to
influence variables such as FCR, BW, BWG, BY, and WBS, which ultimately may affect
commercial integrators economically. In general, data from the current study
demonstrated benefits when feeding HD due to improvements in BW, BWG, FI, and
FCR. These data also support the inclusion of EIS, though the effect of EIS on
performance became nonexistent in the withdrawal phase. These differences could
possibly be explained due to the effect of endogenous enzyme supply increasing as the
bird ages; however, overall data (d 0-59) demonstrates that EIS2 significantly impacted
FCR, ultimately leading to benefits economically. Due to these findings of improved
performance when superdosing phytase (1500 FTU/kg) in combination with xylanase
(1500 EPU/kg or 3000 EPU/kg), future research should further explore the dosing
strategies of multiple enzymes into varied ND diets at different phases to optimize feed
costs and performance.
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Conclusions
1. In general, EIS2 (1500 FTU/kg+1500 EPU/kg) significantly improved FCR, BW,
BWG and BY; however, it also increased WBS.
2. Additionally, ND was found to significantly affect FI and FCR. Broilers fed LD
had an increase in FI of 641 grams and an 18pt increase in FCR, and thus,
increased FPD.
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Table 2.1

Experimental Diet Formulations.
Inclusion Rate %
Starter

Grower

Finisher

Withdrawal

Ingredient

LD1

HD2

LD1

HD2

LD1

HD2

LD1

HD2

Corn

48.01

51.71

56.19

52.60

61.27

57.47

54.59

59.62

SBM

38.62

33.91

23.32

27.25

18.54

20.92

18.12

20.77

Poultry Fat
Pro Plus 57

0.20

3.11

0.20

4.49

0.20

5.08

4.81

5.99

3

3.00

3.00

5.00

5.00

5.80

5.80

3.50

3.50

Corn DDGS

3.00

3.00

6.00

6.00

8.00

8.00

8.00

8.00

Defluorinated
Phosphate

0.98

0.99

0.39

0.39

0.01

0.01

0.05

0.02

DL-Met, 99%

0.24

0.38

0.28

0.32

0.22

0.29

0.23

0.26

0.04

0.35

0.30

0.32

0.29

0.35

0.30

0.32

Vit/ Min Premix

0.27

0.27

0.25

0.25

0.27

0.27

0.25

0.25

Limestone:
Calcium Carbonate

0.51

0.53

0.52

0.50

0.73

0.73

0.75

0.77

L-Thr, 98.0%

0.02

0.17

0.09

0.12

0.06

0.10

0.07

0.08

L-Lys HCl, 78.8%
Feed Grade
4

Salt, NaCl

0.21

0.13

0.10

0.09

0.08

0.07

0.11

0.10

L-Valine - 96.5%

-

0.04

-

-

-

-

-

-

Selenium Premix
0.06%

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

Sodium S-Carb

0.09

0.19

0.14

0.15

0.18

0.20

0.20

0.21

Choline-Cl, 60%

0.28

0.21

-

-

-

-

-

-

Sand And/Or
Enzyme5

4.50

2.00

7.20

2.50

4.31

0.69

9.00

0.10

Calculated Nutrients
Metabolizable
Energy (kcal/kg)
Crude Protein (%)
Digestible Lysine
(%)
Digestible TSAA
(%)
Digestible
Threonine (%)
Calcium (%)
Available
Phosphorus (%)
Sodium (%)

2740

3015

2835

3145

2930

3250

2954

3276

25.08

23.61

20.77

22.43

19.50

20.50

17.18

18.85

1.19

1.32

1.07

1.18

0.95

1.05

0.88

0.98

0.88

0.97

0.82

0.90

0.74

0.82

0.69

0.76

0.80

0.88

0.72

0.79

0.64

0.70

0.60

0.66

0.81

0.81

0.72

0.72

0.72

0.72

0.59

0.59

0.33

0.33

0.29

0.29

0.29

0.29

0.22

0.22

0.19

0.19

0.16

0.16

0.16

0.16

0.16

0.16

1

Low Density~9% decrease in AME when compared to breeder recommendations with 2% dLys, 0.15% aP, and 0.15% Ca held constant
2
High Density~9% increase in AME when compared to breeder recommendations with 2% dLys, 0.15% aP, and 0.15% Ca held constant
3
H.J. Baker’s ProPlus 55Animal Protein Concentrate
4
Guarantees per one (1) lb. of diet: 1,400,000 IU vitamin A, 500,000 ICU vitamin D3, 3,000 IU vitamin E, 2 mg vitamin B12, 250 mg vitamin B6, 1,200 mg riboflavin, 5,000 mg
niacin, 1,200 mg d-pantothenic acid, 150 mg menadione, 125 mg folic acid, 70,000 mg choline, 200 mg thiamine, 6 mg biotin, 18,143 mg Zn (from ZnSO4), 18,143 mg (from
MnSO4), 9,071 mg Fe (from FeSO4), 2,041 mg Cu (from CuSO4), 272 mg I (from ethylenediamine dihydroiodide), 27 mg Se (from Na2SeO3)
5
Optiphos and Hostazym X (Huvepharma Bulgaria, Sofia)
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Table 2.2

Proximate analysis for diets varying in ND1.

Nutrient
Density

Phase

Fat/Oil
(%)

Nitrogen
(%)

Protein
(%)

Ash
(%)

Phosphorus
(ppm)

Gross Energy
(Kcal/kg)

Phytic Acid
(ppm)

LD2

Starter

3.56

4.12

25.75

9.05

6690.61

3295.75

14698.00

HD3

Starter

5.84

3.83

23.95

6.69

6369.97

4418.74

14257.00

LD

Finisher

3.86

3.10

19.40

8.64

5535.90

3475.00

12475.00

HD

Finisher

8.35

3.38

21.11

4.88

5764.33

3976.00

10843.00

1

Nutrient Density
2
Low Density~9% decrease in AME when compared to breeder recommendations
3
High Density~9% increase in AME when compared to breeder recommendations

Table 2.3

Enzyme recovery analysis for diets varying in EIS1.
Phytase Analysis
Expected
Results
(FTU/kg)
(FTU/kg)

Xylanase Analysis
Expected
Results
(EPU/kg)
(EPU/kg)

ND2

EIS

Growth Period

LD3

EIS25

Starter

1500

2,702

1500

1210

LD

EIS36

Starter

1500

1,906

1500

1920

HD4

EIS2

Starter

1500

2,083

1500

1370

HD

EIS3

Starter

1500

2,171

1500

2170

LD

EIS2

Finisher

1500

2,104

1500

1590

LD

EIS3

Finisher

1500

1,543

3000

3140

HD

EIS2

Finisher

1500

1,680

1500

1680

HD

EIS3

Finisher

1500

2,440

3000

3630

1

Enzyme Inclusion Strategy
2
Nutrient Density
3
Low Density~9% decrease in AME when compared to Ross 708 breeder recommendations with 2% dLys, 0.15% aP, and 0.15% Ca held constant
4
High Density~9% increase in AME when compared to Ross 708 breeder recommendations with 2% dLys, 0.15% aP, and 0.15% Ca held constant
5
Enzyme Inclusion Strategy 2 ~1500 FTU/kg+1500 EPU/kg
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Table 2.4

Starter (d0-14) performance comparisons of broilers fed diets varying in
ND1 and EIS2.

EIS

D 0 Bird
Weight (kg)

BWG3/bird
(kg)

Feed
Intake/bird
(kg)

D 14 Ending
Bird Weight
(kg)

FCR4
(kg/kg)

Percent
Mortality5
(%)

EIS18

0.043

0.414

0.515

0.457

1.237

1.000

EIS29

0.043

0.428

0.537

0.471

1.222

8.250

EIS1

0.043

0.413

0.499

0.456

1.197

2.000

EIS2

0.043

0.431

0.504

0.474

1.172

3.500

0.005

0.007

0.005

0.010

2.333

ND

LD6
HD7

10

SEM

0.0005

Marginal Means- Nutrient Density
LD

0.043

0.423

0.529a

0.466

1.227a

5.833

HD

0.043

0.424

0.502b

0.467

1.181b

3.000

SEM

0.0002

0.001

0.006

0.001

0.003

2.033

Marginal Means-Enzyme Inclusion Strategy
0.428

0.413b

0.507

0.456b

1.215

1.500

EIS2

0.043

a

0.520

0.471a

1.197

7.000

SEM

0.0003

0.001

0.006

0.002

0.003

1.917

EIS1

0.429

Main Effects and Interactions
ND

0.824

0.809

0.001

0.806

<.0001

0.432

EIS
ND x EIS

0.309
0.451

0.003
0.689

0.081
0.260

0.003
0.682

0.065
0.673

0.071
0.231

1

Nutrient Density
Enzyme Inclusion Strategy
Body weight gain per bird
4
Mortality adjusted feed conversion ratio
5
(Number of mortality/number of birds at the beginning of each phase)*100
6
Low Density Energy Diet ~9% decrease in AME when compared to Ross 708 breeder recommendations
7
High Density Energy Diet ~9% increase in AME when compared to Ross 708 breeder recommendations
8
Enzyme Inclusion Strategy 1 ~No Enzyme
9
Enzyme Inclusion Strategy 2 ~1500 FTU/kg+1500 EPU/kg
10
Standard error of the mean
2
3
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Table 2.5

Grower (d14-29) performance comparisons of broilers fed diets varying in
ND1 and EIS2.

BWG3/bird
(kg)

Feed
Intake/bird
(kg)

Day 29 Ending
Bird Weight
(kg)

FCR4
(kg/kg)

Percent
Mortality5
(%)

EIS18

1.258

1.993b

1.722

1.567

1.500

9

1.342

2.118a

1.810

1.546

5.000

1.337

2.063

a

1.800

1.572

3.500

1.294

1.853c

1.748

1.451

8.500

EIS2

1.341

1.834

c

1.801

1.402

6.500

EIS3

1.312

1.847c

1.737

1.420

10.500

0.014

0.020

0.021

4.413

ND

EIS

6

LD

EIS2
EIS3

10

EIS1
7

HD

SEM11

0.020

Marginal Means- Nutrient Density
LD
HD
SEM

1.312

2.058a

1.777

1.564b

3.333

1.313

1.844

b

1.760

1.424a

8.500

0.334

0.014

0.011

0.012

2.548

Marginal Means-Enzyme Inclusion Strategy
EIS1

1.274b

1.923

1.734b

1.509

5.000

EIS2

1.340

a

1.976

1.804a

1.472

5.750

EIS3
SEM

1.324a

1.960

1.770ab

1.496

7.000

0.017

0.014

0.015

3.120

0.014

Main Effects and Interactions
ND

0.845

<.0001

0.350

<.0001

0.159

EIS
ND x EIS

0.006
0.308

0.088
0.015

0.004
0.087

0.257
0.678

0.901
0.773

1

Nutrient Density
Enzyme Inclusion Strategy
Body weight gain per bird
4
Mortality adjusted feed conversion ratio
5
(Number of mortality/number of birds at the beginning of each phase)*100
6
Low Density Energy Diet ~9% decrease in AME when compared to Ross 708 breeder recommendations
7
High Density Energy Diet ~9% increase in AME when compared to Ross 708 breeder recommendations
8
Enzyme Inclusion Strategy 1 ~No Enzyme
9
Enzyme Inclusion Strategy 2 ~1500 FTU/kg+1500 EPU/kg
10
Enzyme Inclusion Strategy 3 ~ 1500 FTU/kg+3000 EPU/kg
11
Standard error of the mean
2
3
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Table 2.6

Finisher (d29-46) performance comparisons of broilers fed diets varying in
ND1 and EIS2.

ND

LD6

EIS

BWG3/bird
(kg)

Feed
Intake/bird
(kg)

Day 46 Ending
Bird Weight
(kg)

FCR4
(kg/kg)

Percent
Mortality5
(%)

EIS18

1.855

3.603a

3.576

1.919a

2.500

EIS29

1.863

3.580a

3.642

1.914a

3.500

1.828

3.607

a

3.640

a

3.000

1.807

3.304b

3.549

b

2.000

EIS2

1.842

3.247

b

3.651

1.746

c

2.000

EIS3

1.829

3.213b

3.625

1.734c

1.000

0.026

0.051

0.033

0.020

1.213

EIS3

10

EIS1
7

HD

SEM11

1.923
1.830

Marginal Means- Nutrient Density
LD
HD
SEM

1.850

3.593a

3.620

1.919a

3.000

1.826

3.255

b

3.611

1.770b

1.667

0.015

0.030

0.019

0.012

0.700

Marginal Means-Enzyme Inclusion Strategy
EIS1

1.831

3.453

3.567b

1.872a

2.250

EIS2

1.853

3.394

3.647a

1.830b

2.750

1.828

3.394

3.638

a

1.828

b

2.000

0.019

0.036

0.023

0.014

0.857

EIS3
SEM

Main Effects and Interactions
ND

0.304

<.0001

0.689

<.0001

0.185

EIS
ND x EIS

0.611
0.665

0.641
0.641

0.029
0.851

0.046
0.047

0.821
0.821

1

Nutrient Density
Enzyme Inclusion Strategy
3
Body weight gain per bird
4
Mortality adjusted feed conversion ratio
5
(Number of mortality/number of birds at the beginning of each phase)*100
6
Low Density Energy Diet ~9% decrease in AME when compared to Ross 708 breeder recommendations
7
High Density Energy Diet ~9% increase in AME when compared to Ross 708 breeder recommendations
8
Enzyme Inclusion Strategy 1 ~No Enzyme
9
Enzyme Inclusion Strategy 2 ~1500 FTU/kg+1500 EPU/kg
10
Enzyme Inclusion Strategy 3 ~ 1500 FTU/kg+3000 EPU/kg
11
Standard error of the mean
2
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Table 2.7

Withdrawal (d46-59) performance comparisons of broilers fed diets
varying in ND1 and EIS2.

ND

BWG3/bird
(kg)

Feed
Intake/bird (kg)

Day 59 Ending
Bird Weight
(kg)

FCR4
(kg/kg)

Percent
Mortality5
(%)

EIS18

1.031

3.040

4.608

3.035

0.000b

9

1.064

3.075

4.737

3.059

3.000a

EIS310

1.022

3.035

4.638

3.120

3.000a

EIS1

1.138

2.945

4.664

2.614

1.500ab

EIS2

1.114

2.941

4.781

2.559

1.000ab

EIS3

1.200

2.917

4.745

2.454

0.500b

0.057

0.072

0.064

0.102

0.725

EIS

6

LD

EIS2

7

HD

11

SEM

Marginal Means- Nutrient Density
LD

1.039

3.053

4.662

3.071a

2.000

HD

1.157

2.934

4.730

2.542b

1.000

SEM

0.033

0.042

0.037

0.059

0.419

Marginal Means-Enzyme Inclusion Strategy
EIS1

1.084

2.992

4.636

2.824

0.750

EIS2

1.095

3.009

4.759

2.809

2.000

EIS3
SEM

1.111

2.973

4.694

2.771

1.750

0.051

0.045

0.072

0.513

0.040

Main Effects and Interactions
ND

0.021

0.057

0.193

<.0001

0.098

EIS
ND x EIS

0.880
0.538

0.909
0.966

0.160
0.875

0.936
0.486

0.200
0.016

1Nutrient Density
2Enzyme Inclusion Strategy
3Body weight gain per bird
4Mortality adjusted feed conversion ratio
5(Number of mortality/number of birds at the beginning of each phase)*100
6Low Density Energy Diet ~9% decrease in AME when compared to Ross 708 breeder recommendations
7High Density Energy Diet ~9% increase in AME when compared to Ross 708 breeder recommendations
8Enzyme Inclusion Strategy 1 ~No Enzyme
9Enzyme Inclusion Strategy 2 ~1500 FTU/kg+1500 EPU/kg
10Enzyme Inclusion Strategy 3 ~ 1500 FTU/kg+3000 EPU/kg
11Standard error of the mean
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Table 2.8

Overall (d0-59) performance comparisons of broilers fed diets varying in
ND1 and EIS2.

Feed
Intake/bird (kg)

BWG3/bird
(kg)

Day 59 Ending
Bird Weight
(kg)

EIS18

9.151

4.565

4.608

2.001

5.000

9

9.301

4.695

4.737

1.964

22.500

EIS310

9.237

4.595

4.638

1.999

15.000

EIS1

8.600

4.621

4.664

1.833

14.000

EIS2

8.527

4.738

4.781

1.788

12.500

EIS3

8.596

4.702

4.745

1.778

16.000

0.119

0.064

0.064

0.018

6.387

ND

EIS

6

LD

EIS2

HD7
SEM11

FCR4

Percent
Mortality5
(%)

Marginal Means- Nutrient Density
LD

4.619

4.662

1.988a

14.167

HD

8.571

b

4.687

4.730

1.800b

14.167

SEM

0.069

0.037

0.037

1.218

1.225

4.636

1.917a

9.500

b

17.500

9.212

a

Marginal Means-Enzyme Inclusion Strategy
EIS1

8.876

4.593

EIS2

8.858

4.717

4.636

1.879

EIS3
SEM

8.908

4.651

4.694

1.895ab

15.500

0.085

0.045

0.045

1.492

1.500

Main Effects and Interactions
ND

<.0001

0.194

0.193

<.0001

1.000

EIS
ND x EIS

0.929
0.650

0.160
0.875

0.160
0.875

0.040
0.231

0.434
0.337

1

Nutrient Density
Enzyme Inclusion Strategy
Body weight gain per bird
4
Mortality adjusted feed conversion ratio
5
(Number of mortality/number of birds at the beginning of each phase)*100
6
Low Density Energy Diet ~9% decrease in AME when compared to Ross 708 breeder recommendations
7
High Density Energy Diet ~9% increase in AME when compared to Ross 708 breeder recommendations
8
Enzyme Inclusion Strategy 1 ~No Enzyme
9
Enzyme Inclusion Strategy 2 ~1500 FTU/kg+1500 EPU/kg
10
Enzyme Inclusion Strategy 3 ~ 1500 FTU/kg+3000 EPU/kg
11
Standard error of the mean
2
3
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Processing comparison of broilers fed diets varying in ND1 and EIS2.

Table 2.9

Carcass
Weight
(kg)

Dressing
%

Fat Pad
Weight
(kg)

SEM12

3.777
3.860
3.804
3.787
3.829
3.849
0.039

77.120
76.392
76.708
76.687
76.547
76.305
0.240

0.046
0.046
0.047
0.050
0.050
0.055
0.003

LD
HD
SEM

3.814
3.820
0.022

76.743
76.514
0.138

0.046b
0.052a
0.002

EIS1
EIS2
EIS3
SEM

3.780
3.844
3.826
0.027

76.905
76.464
76.507
0.170

0.048
0.048
0.051
0.002

ND
EIS
ND x EIS

0.802
0.257
0.610

0.248
0.135
0.397

0.020
0.522
0.675

Nutrient
Density

Enzyme
Inclusion
EIS19
EIS210
EIS311
EIS1
EIS2
EIS3

7

LD

HD8

Breast
Weight
(kg)

Fat Pad
Yield/BW3

Fat Pad
Yield/CW4

1.188
0.873
1.136
1.208
0.887
1.164
1.212
0.848
1.102
1.153
1.020
1.358
1.211
0.958
1.254
1.164
1.041
1.409
0.018
0.054
0.073
Marginal Means- Nutrient Density
1.203
0.869b
1.134b
1.177
1.004a
1.338a
0.010
0.031
0.042
Marginal Means-Enzyme Inclusion Strategy
1.172
0.943
1.243
1.210
0.924
1.210
1.187
0.939
1.254
0.013
0.038
0.052
Main Effects and Interactions
0.072
0.002
0.0007
0.089
0.884
0.770
0.320
0.523
0.341

1

Nutrient Density
Enzyme Inclusion Strategy
Fat Pad (kg)/Body Weight *100
4
Fat pad (kg)/Carcass Weight *100
5
Breast (kg)/Body Weight *100
6
Breast (kg)/Carcass Weight *100
7
Low Density Diet~9% decrease in AME when compared to Ross 708 breeder recommendations
8
High Density Diet ~9% increase in AME when compared to Ross 708 breeder recommendations
9
Enzyme Inclusion Strategy 1 ~No Enzyme
10
Enzyme Inclusion Strategy 2~1500 FTU/kg+1500 EPU/kg
11
Enzyme Inclusion Strategy 3 ~1500 FTU/kg+3000 EPU/kg
12
Standard Error of Mean
2
3
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Breast
Yield/BW5

Breast
Yield/CW6

Paw
Scores

Woody Breast
Scores

24.303a
23.750ab
24.228a
23.536ab
24.179a
23.018b
0.275

31.561a
31.077a
31.574a
30.681ab
31.526a
30.164b
0.323

0.850
0.550
0.725
0.275
0.300
0.375
0.129

2.045
2.275
2.025
1.617
1.976
1.510
0.129

24.096
23.580
0.159

31.409
30.797
0.187

0.708a
0.317b
0.075

2.119a
1.699b
0.075

23.932
23.969
23.614
0.194

31.139
31.311
30.858
0.229

0.563
0.425
0.550
0.091

1.831b
2.128a
1.776c
0.092

0.022
0.401
0.010

0.021
0.406
0.014

0.0003
0.502
0.438

0.0001
0.014
0.703

CHAPTER III
INTERACTIVE EFFECTS OF PROBIOTIC AND COPPER INCLUSION ON D 42
ROSS X ROSS 708 MALE BROILER PERFORMANCE
Summary
Probiotics, such as those derived from Bacillus licheniformis (BL), have been found to
alter the environment of the gastrointestinal tract, promote colonization of beneficial
microorganisms, and ultimately improve overall performance. Copper, supplied via Cu
hydroxychloride (Cu-H), is a micro-mineral known to regulate immune function, thereby
promoting its use for antibiotic-free production. Literature has explored the individual use
of BL and Cu-H in diets, however research is limited on their combined effect. Therefore,
the objective of this study was to examine the individual/interactive effects of
supplementing commercially available BL (Yes or No) or Cu-H (0, 125, or 250 ppm) in
an all-vegetable diet on d 0-42 male broiler performance. Interactions between BL x CuH were established for d 18-30 BW gain (BWG) and d 0-30 FI/bird (FI). For d 18-30,
Cu-H at 125 ppm maximized BWG, while including BL+ Cu-H into diets decreased
BWG. For d 0-30 FI, feeding Cu-H alone increased FI, while inclusions of BL+ Cu-H
decreased FI. On d 0-30, regardless of FI, FCR was not affected. For d 30-42 BWG,
broilers receiving 250 ppm Cu-H had the highest BWG, while broilers fed all other Cu-H
inclusions performed similarly. On d 42, 5 birds/treatment were randomly selected for
cecal tonsil sampling to determine the presence or absence of Salmonella or E. coli.
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While Salmonella was not detected, birds fed diets containing Cu-H had less E. coli as
compared to birds fed diets without Cu-H; BL had no effect on E. coli.
Description of Problem
Due to the rise in antibiotic-free poultry production, many nutritionists have
begun to search for antibiotic alternatives. This rapid change for the poultry industry to
convert to antibiotic-free production has been primarily initiated by consumer pressure
due to the increase in the incidence of human infections by antibiotic-resistant bacteria [1,
2]. Due to the elimination of these antibiotics in poultry production, scientists have begun
to look at current feed additives, such as probiotics and minerals beyond recommended
levels, as an alternative to antibiotics.
Probiotics are currently viewed as production enhancers due to their ability to
improve digestive microflora, which can lead to growth improvements as well as provide
protection against colonization of harmful bacteria [3] The Bacillus spp. are readily
available, as they are present in nature within the soil; they are also highly favorable due
to their ability to withstand the pelleting process [4]. Some Bacillus spp. have the ability
to enhance nutrient digestibility via production of protease, lipase, cellulase, xylanase,
phytase, and keratinase after being ingested by the bird [5-7]. These are all characteristics
of Bacillus licheniformis (BL). Though, BL also has been reported to enhance bird
performance under necrotic enteritis and Salmonella challenges, establishing BL as a
desirable antibiotic alternative [8, 9].
Minerals make up a relatively small percentage a broiler diet (<3%), but are vital
to bird growth and development [10]. They can be found in the diet through direct
supplementation or within an ingredient; however, the majority of minerals are
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supplemented in the diet via premix due to the very low mineral availability of most feed
ingredients [11]. This is due to the insoluble complexes in plant material, such as phytate
and nonstarch polysaccharides. Trace minerals, such as copper, are often included in the
diet to ensure birds reach their genetic potential and attempt to prevent any clinical
deficiencies [12]. While there are several forms of inorganic copper, copper
hydroxylchloride (CU) has been found to be less reactive in feed and more bioavailable
[13, 14]. Unlike other forms of copper, CU does not interfere with the hydrolysis of
phytate by phytase [15]. Additionally, copper has been found to enhance the
gastrointestinal microbiota through bactericidal, bacteriostatic, or both, effects on harmful
bacteria, making it a favorable antibiotic alternative [16, 17].
Within the poultry industry, Salmonella and E. coli are the most common
pathogenic bacteria and have the ability to negatively impact bird growth performance
[18, 19]. Along with their ability to impact performance, contamination among carcasses
is another area of concern, due to the health risks it poses on consumers [20]. Thus,
scientists have begun to look for antibiotic alternatives such as probiotics to reduce the
presence of Salmonella and E. coli. Due to the primary site of colonization for
Salmonella and E. coli in poultry being the gastrointestinal tract, it is hypothesized that
the Bacillus spp. would be able to reduce these pathogens through competitive exclusion
[18]. Additionally, as previously mentioned, CU has demonstrated bacteriostatic and
bactericidal effects on harmful bacteria; therefore, demonstrating its potential efficacy in
reducing Salmonella and E. coli in poultry.
The literature reviewed above detail the efficacy of both BL and CU individually
for their use as potential antibiotic alternatives. Commonly in commercial application,
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poultry nutritionists apply multiple products to assuage potential disease for the antibiotic
free production of poultry. Therefore, it is likely that BL and CU would be used in
combination; though, this may be problematic given the bacteristatic properties inherent
with CU [16, 17]. In this study, the authors worked with a commercial integrator
(utilizing their formulations) to investigate this hypothesis, as to our knowledge, it has
not been explored in the literature. Therefore, the objective of the current study was to
examine the individual and/or interactive effects of supplementing commercially
available BL (Yes or No) or CU (0, 125, or 250 ppm) in an all-vegetable, antibiotic free
commercial diet on d 0-42 male broiler performance.
Materials and Methods
Experimental Diet Preparation
Batching
As previously mentioned, for the current experiment, the authors collaborated
with a commercial integrator and utilized their formulations. As such, they are
proprietary and will not be shared; nutrient analyses are provided in Table 3.1.
Formulation parameters met or exceeded Ross breeder recommendations [21].
Additionally, diets were all-vegetable, antibiotic free, containing corn, soybean meal,
dried distillers grains and solubles, and soybean oil. Basal batches were produced at the
Mississippi State University Poultry Research Unit feed mill. Mixing was performed
using a vertical screw mixer (0.907-tonne, Jacobson) and a five minute dry mix and ten
minute post oil addition mix. Each basal batch was equally allocated to each of the six
treatments varying in BL and Cu-H inclusion. Treatment inclusions were made just prior
to pelleting and discussed below.
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Feed Manufacture
All treatments were transported to the U.S. Department of Agriculture Poultry
Research Unit (Starkville, MS) for pelleting. Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C,
Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN) inclusions consisted of either 0%, 0.15%, or
0.30% to supply 0, 125, or 250 ppm, respectively. Bacillus licheniformis (Gallipro Tect,
Chr. Hansen., Hoersholm, Denmark) was included in the diet at either 0% or 0.05% (1.6
x 106 CFU/g). All treatment inclusions were made at the expense of the basal diet,
whereas 0.35% was removed and either replaced with ground corn, BL and/or Cu-H
(depending upon treatment). To create each treatment, the appropriate inclusion of corn,
BL and/or CU was weighed and added to approximately 10 kg of the corresponding basal
diet in a small mixer (11 kg capacity). Next, this small batch was mixed for five minutes,
then added to the remaining corresponding treatment batch. This entire treatment batch
was then mixed for four minutes in a horizontal double ribbon mixer (0.907 tonnes,
Jacobson) to create a homogenous treatment to be pelleted. All treatments were mixed
and pelleted in order of least to highest inclusion in regards to both BL and Cu-H
inclusion. To prevent cross contamination between treatments, 45 kg of whole kernel
corn was used to flush out the mixer in between probiotic treatments.
Each treatment was steam conditioned for 10 seconds prior to pelleting in a 40 HP
CPM pellet mill with a 38.1 x 4.76 mm pellet die. Temperatures were monitored and
records indicate conditioner steam did not reach above 80oC. Unconditioned mash and
finished feed samples were collected throughout each treatment run on day of pelleting,
then sent off for nutrient (pellet diet only) analysis (Table 2.1). The starter diet was fed
from d 0 to 18; the grower diet was fed from d 18 to 30; the finisher diet was fed from d
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30 to 42. The starter consisted of crumbled feed, while all other phases consisted of
pelleted feed.
Broiler Management
This study was conducted in agreement with the Mississippi State University
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC # 15-099). A total of 1,152 day
old male chicks were obtained from a commercial hatchery (Peco Foods, Gordo, AL).
The birds were allocated equally in 96 floor pens (0.914 x 1.219 m; 12 birds/pen; 0.093
m2/bird) at the Mississippi State University Poultry Research Unit.
The solid side wall grow out house contained evaporative cooling cells, two
tunnel fans (121.92 cm), two stir fans (60.96 cm), and forced air heating (LB White).
Negative air pressure was used to achieve cross ventilation. Bedding in each pen
consisted of used litter (~10 years old, 41 flocks) obtained from the Mississippi State
University commercial broiler houses. Feed and water were provided ad libitum using
three drinking nipples and one tube-type feeder per pen (16 kg capacity). From d 0-7,
feed was provided on a feed tray to ensure chicks could consume feed and then chicks
were transitioned into a feed hopper. The temperature and lighting schedule used were in
accordance with Ross x Ross 708 recommendations [22]. The target ambient house
temperature on d 0 was 32.2oC, on d 4 it was decreased to 31.1oC. Starting on d 7, there
was a gradual decrease in temperature of 4-5oC until 18.3oC was achieved on d 35; and
remained constant throughout the remainder of the grow out. Light was provided to the
birds at full intensity via LED bulbs (26.9 lux) for 24 hours from d 0 to 7, following d 7 a
4 hour reduction in light hours began and continued through d 42. There was also a
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decrease in light intensity starting on d 10, and this continued until d 18 when the target
intensity of 2.69 lux was achieved.
Sampling and Microbial Testing
On d 42, 5 birds per treatment (30 birds total) were randomly selected for cecal
tonsil sampling and euthanized using carbon dioxide. Following euthanasia, the right
cecal tonsil was aseptically removed with the cecal contents remaining inside, placed into
a sterilized whirlpak bag, and then placed on ice for later use of detection of Salmonella
and E. coli using MPN.
Most probable number (MPN) procedures were done to determine the presence of
Salmonella. Three tubes containing Rappaport Vassiliadis Broth were inoculated with
one mL of cecal content samples for each dilution up to 10-fold serial dilution. After
inoculation, these tubes were incubated at 35°C for 24 hours. Afterwards, tubes
displaying bacterial multiplication, characterized by turbidity of the culture medium and
gas production, were considered positive. The positive samples where then inoculated on
plates containing Xylose-Lysine-Tergitol 4 agar and incubated at 37°C for 24 hours.
Salmonella colonies were characterized as black or black-centered with a yellow
periphery. Non inhibited E. coli and Enterobacter aerogenes colonies will be yellow
without blackening. To confirm the presence of E. coli, the resulting colonies were then
inoculated in slants containing triple sugar iron agar.
Statistical Analysis
A 2 x 3 factorial arrangement within a randomized complete block design was
utilized in grow out period of this study; while a completely randomized design being
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utilized for sampling and microbial analysis. For all variables except for the
sampling/microbial analysis, each treatment had 16 replicate pens (16 blocks; designated
by location), with one floor pen of birds being considered an experimental unit. The
experimental period was from d 0-42. For the sampling/microbial analysis, there were 5
replications per treatment. All data was analyzed using the GLM procedure in SAS
(Version 9.4). The P value was set at ≤ 0.05.
Results and Discussion
Broiler Performance
Performance variables during d 0-18, d 18-30, d 0-30, d 30-42, and d 0-42 can be
found in Tables 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 respectively.
Cu-H x BL Interactions
During the d 18-30 growth phase, a significant interaction between BL and Cu-H
inclusion was observed for BWG (P=0.007; Table 3.3). These data demonstrate that as
birds were fed diets with increased Cu-H inclusion (without BL), BWG increased
especially at 125 ppm. Additionally, as birds were fed diets containing BL, BWG
decreased as Cu-H inclusion increased. Noteworthy, though not significant, an interaction
for d 18-30 FI (P=0.057) and BW (P=0.093) followed a similar trend (Table 3.3). Also,
during the d 0-30 growth phase, there was a significant interaction between BL and Cu-H
inclusion for FI/bird (P=0.039; Table 3.4). These data demonstrate that birds fed No BL,
regardless of Cu-H had intermediate and consistent FI. Birds fed BL+0 ppm Cu-H
exhibited the highest FI, while broilers receiving BL+125 ppm Cu-H had the lowest FI.
Lastly, there was a trend for d 0 - 30 BWG (P=0.084; Table 3.4) that followed a similar
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pattern as the interaction for d 18-30 BWG. There were no significant interactions among
BL and Cu-H during the d 0-18, 30-42, or 0-42 growth phases.
Previous research has found that the individual use of similar products to that of
BL and Cu-H are beneficial to broiler growth performance. Jenkins and others [23]
demonstrated that broilers fed 250 ppm of copper sulfate had improved BW and FCR.
Also, Teo and Tan [24] found that broilers fed B. Subtilis had similar BWG and FI to that
compared to the broilers receiving the control diet containing, bacitracin, a commonly
used antibiotic. These findings are believed to be associated with probiotics being able to
improve and maintain beneficial intestinal bacteria [25].
Literature also supports that probiotics and copper supplementation elicit an
immune response within the gastrointestinal tract [26, 27]. Blakely and Hamilton [28] fed
rats diets deficient in copper and found reduced antibody production. They hypothesized
this reduction to be associated with a decrease in T-lymphocyte function related with
antibody production. Additionally, excess copper has been found to exert a bacteriostatic
effect, due to its ability to outcompete other metal micronutrients from their binding sites.
For example, Fe and S clusters are important for bacterial metabolic pathways and excess
copper can outcompete Fe for binding, ultimately reducing the likelihood of bacteria
surviving [29].
Administration of probiotics in previous research has demonstrated significant
immune responses. Kabir and others [30] found when supplementing a commercially
available probiotic product containing various Lactobacillus spp., bursa weights and
antibody production was significantly increased. These findings are believed to be
associated with a probiotic’s ability to prevent the growth of pathogenic bacteria by
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producing organic acids, aiding in secretion of bacteriocins, enhancing barrier function of
epithelia, and altering immunoregulation; leading to enhancement of natural and antigenspecific antibodies [31-33].
The findings during the d 18-30 and 0-30 growth phases may be attributed to the
bactericidal, bacteriostatic, or both, effects of copper on the gastrointestinal tract
microbiota [16, 17]. It is hypothesized that the combination of Cu-H and BL led to an
increased immune response, which may have been recognized as an infection and
ultimately, lead to a decrease in performance. Within the current research, it is important
to note that overall flock health was exceptional throughout the entire grow out period. If
replicated under a challenged environment, benefits for combined use of Cu-H and BL
may be elucidated.
Cu-H Main Effects
From d 0-18, 18-30 and 0-42, Cu-H did not significantly affect the following
variables: BW, BWG, FI, BW, FCR, CV, and Percent Mortality (P>0.05). However, this
may in part be due to diets in the current research utilizing commercial formulations with
trace mineral premixes containing copper. As such, the feed analyses in Table 3.1
revealed that diets without supplemental Cu-H contained ~30 ppm copper across phases.
Diets with target Cu-H inclusions of 125 and 250 ppm analyzed to have an average of
~171 and 307 ppm copper, respectively, across phases (Table 3.1). Previous research
supplemented copper at 8 ppm (NRC Recommendation; [34]), as well as 200 and 250
ppm, and demonstrated improved growth performance [35, 36]. Perhaps the copper
supplied via trace mineral premix set the plane of nutrition at a level where birds were
able to reach genetic potential [12]. It is possible that potential performance benefits of
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higher Cu-H inclusions (i.e. 125 and 250 ppm) may be limited to the disease status of the
animal. For example, Arias and Koutsos [37] found that when supplementing tribasic
copper chloride or copper sulfate at 188 ppm (without bacitracin), broilers had increased
carcass weights and performed similar to that of birds fed bacitracin alone. These
findings are in disagreement with the current research, as there were no differences
among copper inclusions and the control.
Throughout the 30-42 d (Finisher) growth phase, Cu-H significantly affected
BWG with broilers receiving 250 ppm Cu-H having the highest gain, while all other CuH treatments performed similarly (P=0.015; Table 3.4). There was also a similar trend in
FI, with broilers consuming 250 ppm having the highest FI (P=0.071; Table 3.4). As
previously mentioned, literature supports the inclusion of various copper sources at 250
ppm due to their ability to improve growth performance. However, research by Robbins
and Baker [38] found when supplementing 250 ppm of Cu-H, as in the current study,
there was no effect on BW. Additionally, Banks and cohorts [39] found that when
supplementing 250 ppm copper sulfate there was a decrease in BW and FI. The trend in
FI may help explain the current findings as previous research has shown that the pelleting
process can increase oxidative activity in the feed [40]. However, when copper levels are
supplemented at higher levels (i.e. 125 and 250 ppm) as in the current study, this may
have reduced oxidation; as a result, increased mineral availability, perhaps leading to
increased BW [41].
BL Main Effects
From d 0-18, 18-30, 30-42, and 0-42, BL had no effect on the following variables:
BW, BWG, FI, BW, FCR, CV, and % Mortality (P>0.05). As previously mentioned,
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literature supports supplementing Bacillus spp. in feed due to their ability to improve the
gastrointestinal microbiota and performance. Although not significant, there were notable
trends from d 30-42 and 0-42 that demonstrated improvements in FI, BW, BWG, and
FCR when BL was absent from the diet (P<0.90; Table 3.5, 3.6). These findings may be
due to the excellent overall flock health observed in the current research.
We hypothesize that BL altered the gastrointestinal microbiome, as previous
research has demonstrated, however, was not beneficial to performance. Previous
research has demonstrated that probiotics aid in the secretion of bacteriocins and
ultimately alter immunoregulation [31-33]. This change in the immune response may
cause the bird to partition energy that would be used for growth towards immune function
and/or maintaining the microbiome [42]. Lee and others supplemented various B. subtilis
strains at 1.5 x 105 CFU/mL and found no significant effect on any performance variables
measured. However, contrary to the current research, Zhou and others [43] found that
inclusions of BL (1.0 x 106 CFU/g; same as that in the current study), FCR was reduced,
with no effect on BW. While the aforementioned research includes various strains of
probiotics, it also demonstrates some inconsistencies among the resulting bird
performance. Literature has attributed the variation in results of probiotic research due to
a number of things, including age of animal, probiotic strain, and inclusion level [44].
Due to these inconsistencies, the use of probiotics have been suggested by others as an
unfavorable alternative to antibiotics [45].
Microbial Testing
At the end of the experimental period, microbial testing was performed on the
contents of the ceca to determine the presence of Salmonella and E. coli; however,
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Salmonella was not detected. There were no significant interactions between BL and CuH (P=0.67; data not shown). Additionally, the presence of BL in the diet had no
significant effect on E. coli presence (P=0.53; data not shown). For the main effect Cu-H,
birds receiving 125 and 250 ppm did not have E.coli present within the ceca, while birds
receiving no Cu-H had a higher presence (P=0.043; Figure 3.1). Pang and others [46]
observed similar results when utilizing a copper supplement at 188 ppm, as it
significantly changed the microbial community associated with the ileum. These findings
are also in agreement with previous research which states that copper exhibit bactericidal
and bacteriostatic effects, ultimately altering the microbiota in the gastrointestinal tract
[15-17].
Summary
Throughout the current study, data were more positive for the use of Cu-H alone.
Additionally, BL and Cu-H significantly interacted from d 18-30 and 0-30 to affect
growth performance negativley. Commercial integrators should take these interactive
effects of common feed additives into consideration, especially within antibiotic free
production, as it is customary to include multiple feed additives. Future research should
investigate Cu-H and BL under a C. perfringens challenge to elucidate the potential
bactericidal and bacteriostatic effects of Cu-H and competitive exclusion effects of BL.
These conditions may provide more opportunity to elicit bird performance response.
Additionally, it would be of interest to measure immune parameters, as research has
demonstrated Cu-H and BL have the ability to alter antibody production.
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Conclusions
1. The inclusion of 250 ppm Cu-H improved d 30-42 BWG; however, in general Cu-H
inclusion had no significant effect throughout this study. These findings may be due to
the Cu-H inclusion level provided in the control diets via trace mineral premix allowing
birds to reach their genetic potential, while increased Cu-H levels (i.e. 125 and 250)
may be only beneficial due to their bacteriostatic or bactericidal effects.
2. Additionally, BL did not improve performance variables and in some cases, tended to
decrease performance (d 30-42 and 0-42). Although, immune response was not
measured, the supplementation of BL may have altered the bird’s immune response
and potentially partitioning energy that would otherwise be used for growth.
3. Though BL had no effect, inclusions of 125 and 250 ppm Cu-H reduced its presence
of E. coli in cecal contents at 42 d.
4. Interactions from d 18-30 and 0-30 demonstrate that feeding the combination of BL
and Cu-H can negatively affect performance and warrant further research.
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Table 3.1
BL
Inclusion

No3

Proximate analysis for diets varying in BL1 and Cu-H2.
Crude Fat
(%)

Moisture
(%)

Crude
Protein
(%)

Ash
(%)

Crude
Fiber
(%)

Copper
(ppm)

No Cu-H 5

6.91

12.8

26.7

5.49

3.3

24

125 ppm6

6.64

13.0

26.8

6.63

3.7

168

7.20

12.7

26.3

6.06

3.5

298

No Cu-H

7.32

13.0

26.8

4.89

3.1

40

125 ppm

6.63

13.0

26.3

4.97

3.2

162

250 ppm

7.14

12.7

26.6

5.94

3.2

305

No Cu-H

7.67

12.9

24.7

6.96

3.3

27

125 ppm

7.57

12.9

24.7

6.55

3.7

181

7.90

13.0

24.3

6.02

3.7

292

No Cu-H

8.03

12.7

24.4

4.90

3.2

37

125 ppm

8.19

12.8

24.8

5.80

3.3

164

250 ppm

7.09

12.8

23.8

6.65

3.6

299

No Cu-H

8.36

13.0

22.9

5.09

3.5

25

125 ppm

8.43

13.0

22.7

5.69

3.8

164

8.89

12.9

23.1

5.82

3.8

331

No Cu-H

8.51

13.0

22.5

6.00

3.6

28

125 ppm

8.21

12.9

22.4

5.34

4.2

180

250 ppm

8.53

12.9

22.6

6.30

4.2

318

Cu-H
Inclusion

Phase

250 ppm7
Starter

Yes4

No

250 ppm
Grower

Yes

No

250 ppm
Finisher

Yes

1

Bacillus licheniformis (Gallipro Tect, Chr. Hansen., Hoersholm, Denmark)
2
Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C, Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN)
3
0% - Bacillus licheniformis (Gallipro Tect, Chr. Hansen., Hoersholm, Denmark)
4
0.05% - Bacillus licheniformis (Gallipro Tect, Chr. Hansen., Hoersholm, Denmark)
5
0% - Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C, Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN) Contains a commercial vitamin and mineral premix**
6
0.15% - Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C, Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN)
7
0.30% - Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C, Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN)
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Starter (d0-18) performance comparisons of broilers fed diets varying in BL1 and Cu-H2.

Table 3.2

No

FCR5

CV6 of Ending
BW

Percent
Mortality7

0.829

1.214

11.275

0.521

0.837

1.215

9.572

1.563

0.690

0.841

1.214

10.286

0.521

0.728

0.687

0.829

1.211

10.577

1.042

0.041

0.721

0.680

0.826

1.219

9.851

0.521

0.041

0.731

0.690

0.839

1.215

10.445

1.042

0.0001

0.005

0.005

0.005

0.005

0.662

0.642

Cu-H
Inclusion

Day 0 BW
(kg)

Ending BW3
(kg)

BWG4/bird
(kg)

Feed
Intake/bird
(kg)

No Cu-H 10

0.041

0.724

0.683

125 ppm11

0.041

0.728

0.687

250 ppm12

0.041

0.731

No Cu-H

0.041

125 ppm
250 ppm

BL
Inclusion

8

Yes9
SEM13

Marginal Means-Probiotic
No BL
BL
SEM

0.041
0.041
0.0001

0.728
0.687
0.835
0.727
0.686
0.831
0.003
0.229
0.003
Marginal Means-Copper Inclusion

1.215
1.214
0.003

10.378
10.316
0.382

0.868
0.868
0.371

No Cu-H
125 ppm
250 ppm
SEM

0.041
0.041
0.041
0.0001

0.726
0.725
0.732
0.003

0.829
0.831
0.839
0.003

1.212
1.216
1.214
0.003

10.926
9.694
10.405
0.468

0.781
1.042
0.781
0.454

0.340
0.104
0.565

0.969
0.694
0.818

0.873
0.192
0.722

1.000
0.896
0.378

0.685
0.684
0.691
0.003

Main Effects and Interactions
BL
Cu-H
BL x Cu-H

0.501
0.390
0.803

0.811
0.438
0.557

0.807
0.444
0.560

1

Bacillus licheniformis (Gallipro Tect, Chr. Hansen., Hoersholm, Denmark)
Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C, Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN)
3
BW=Body Weight.
4
BWG= Body Weight Gain.
5
FCR=Feed Conversion Ratio (Mortality Corrected)
6
CV=Coefficient of Variation.
7
(Number of mortality/number of birds at the beginning of each phase)*100
8
0% - Bacillus licheniformis (Gallipro Tect, Chr. Hansen., Hoersholm, Denmark)
9
0.05% - Bacillus licheniformis (Gallipro Tect, Chr. Hansen., Hoersholm, Denmark)
10
0% - Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C, Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN) Contains a commercial vitamin and mineral premix**
11
0.15% - Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C, Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN)
12
0.30% - Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C, Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN)
13
SEM=Standard error of the mean.
2
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Table 3.3

Grower (d18-30) performance comparisons of broilers fed diets varying in
BL1 and Cu-H2.

BL
Inclusion

No

8

Yes9

CV6 of
Ending BW
(%)

Percent
Mortality7
(%)

1.430

9.177

0.521

1.414

8.291

1.563

1.620

1.423

9.094

0.521

1.131abc

1.627

1.429

8.479

1.563

1.844

1.120bc

1.603

1.431

8.365

0.000

1.847
0.011

1.113c
0.007

1.601
0.009

1.433
0.007

8.446
0.471

1.563
0.877

1.422
1.431
0.255

8.815
8.427
0.272

0.868
1.042
2.937

1.429
1.423
1.428
0.005

8.817
8.253
8.770
0.333

1.042
0.781
1.042
2.654

0.120
0.630
0.424

0.275
0.522
0.666

0.809
0.943
0.236

Cu-H
Inclusion

Day 30 BW3
(kg)

BWG4/bird
(kg)

Feed
Intake/bird
(kg)

No Cu-H 10

1.841

1.118c

1.604

11

125 ppm

1.867

1.148a

1.616

250 ppm12

1.870

1.139ab

No Cu-H

1.859

125 ppm
250 ppm
SEM13

FCR5

Marginal Means-Probiotic
No BL
BL
SEM

1.859
1.851
0.006

No Cu-H
125 ppm
250 ppm
SEM

1.850
1.855
1.860
0.008

BL
Cu-H
BL x Cu-H

0.296
0.729
0.093

1.134
1.122
0.004

1.612
1.610
0.005

Marginal Means-Copper Inclusion
1.125
1.132
1.126
0.005

1.615
1.607
1.610
0.007

Main Effects and Interactions
0.027
0.381
0.007

0.703
0.792
0.057

1

Bacillus licheniformis (Gallipro Tect, Chr. Hansen., Hoersholm, Denmark)
Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C, Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN)
3
BW=Body Weight.
4
BWG= Body Weight Gain.
5
FCR=Feed Conversion Ratio (Mortality Corrected)
6
CV=Coefficient of Variation.
7
(Number of mortality/number of birds at the beginning of each phase)*100
8
0% - Bacillus licheniformis (Gallipro Tect, Chr. Hansen., Hoersholm, Denmark)
9
0.05% - Bacillus licheniformis (Gallipro Tect, Chr. Hansen., Hoersholm, Denmark)
10
0% - Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C, Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN) Contains a commercial vitamin and mineral premix**
11
0.15% - Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C, Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN)
12
0.30% - Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C, Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN)
13
SEM=Standard Error of Mean
2
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Table 3.4

Starter and Grower (d0-30) performance comparisons of broilers fed diets
varying in BL1 and Cu-H2.

BL
Inclusion

No

6

Yes7
SEM11

Cu-H
Inclusion

BWG3/bird
(kg)

Feed
Intake/bird
(kg)

No Cu-H 10
125 ppm11
250 ppm12
No Cu-H
125 ppm
250 ppm

1.800
1.826
1.829
1.818
1.807
1.802
0.011

2.432ab
2.460ab
2.461ab
2.463a
2.429b
2.437ab
0.013

FCR4

Percent
Mortality5
(%)

1.348
1.338
1.343
1.345
1.352
1.347
0.005

1.041
3.125
1.041
2.604
0.521
2.604
1.182

1.343
1.349
0.003

1.736
1.910
0.683

1.346
1.345
1.346
0.003

1.823
1.823
1.823
0.836

0.189
0.944
0.220

0.858
1.000
0.133

Marginal Means-Probiotic
No BL
BL
SEM

1.818
1.809
0.006

2.450
2.442
0.007

Marginal Means-Copper Inclusion
No Cu-H
125 ppm
250 ppm
SEM

1.809
1.815
1.816
0.008

2.448
2.442
2.448
0.009

Main Effects and Interactions
BL
Cu-H
BL x Cu-H

0.297
0.759
0.084

0.462
0.936
0.039

1

Bacillus licheniformis (Gallipro Tect, Chr. Hansen., Hoersholm, Denmark)
Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C, Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN)
BWG= Body Weight Gain.
4
FCR=Feed Conversion Ratio.
5
(Number of mortality/number of birds at the beginning of each phase)*100
6
0% - Bacillus licheniformis (Gallipro Tect, Chr. Hansen., Hoersholm, Denmark)
7
0.05% - Bacillus licheniformis (Gallipro Tect, Chr. Hansen., Hoersholm, Denmark)
8
0% - Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C, Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN) Contains a commercial vitamin and mineral premix**
9
0.15% - Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C, Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN)
10
0.30% - Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C, Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN)
11
SEM=Standard error of the mean.
2
3
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Table 3.5

Finisher (d 30-42) performance comparisons of broilers fed diets varying in
BL1 and Cu-H2.

No

CV6 of
Ending
BW
(%)

Percent
Mortality7
(%)

1.620

7.170

0.521

1.620

7.784

0.000

2.489

1.615

6.696

0.521

2.474
2.489
2.518
0.018

1.648
1.626
1.616
0.012

8.070
7.206
6.940
0.495

0.521
0.521
0.000
0.434

1.618
1.630
0.007

7.185
7.420
0.287

0.347
0.347
0.250

1.634
1.623
1.616
0.008

7.641
7.448
6.821
0.352

0.521
0.260
0.260
0.307

0.239
0.287
0.476

0.645
0.230
0.339

1.000
0.787
0.490

Cu-H
Inclusion

Day 42
BW3
(kg)

BWG4/bird
(kg)

Feed
Intake/bird
(kg)

No Cu-H 10

3.375

1.523

2.449

125 ppm11

3.410

1.510

2.466

250 ppm12

3.406

1.536

No Cu-H
125 ppm
250 ppm
SEM13

3.359
3.360
3.394
0.017

1.499
1.521
1.563
0.014

No BL
BL
SEM

3.397
3.371
0.010

BL
Inclusion

8

Yes9

FCR5

Marginal Means-Probiotic
1.524
1.527
0.008

2.467
2.493
0.010

Marginal Means-Copper Inclusion
No Cu-H
125 ppm
250 ppm
SEM

3.367
3.382
3.400
0.012

BL
Cu-H
BL x Cu-H

0.068
0.162
0.510

1.510b
1.517b
1.548a
0.010

2.462
2.476
2.502
0.126

Main Effects and Interactions
0.653
0.015
0.175

1

0.082
0.071
0.987

Bacillus licheniformis (Gallipro Tect, Chr. Hansen., Hoersholm, Denmark)
Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C, Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN)
BW=Body Weight.
4
BWG= Body Weight Gain.
5
FCR=Feed Conversion Ratio (Mortality Corrected)
6
CV=Coefficient of Variation.
7
(Number of mortality/number of birds at the beginning of each phase)*100
8
0% - Bacillus licheniformis (Gallipro Tect, Chr. Hansen., Hoersholm, Denmark)
9
0.05% - Bacillus licheniformis (Gallipro Tect, Chr. Hansen., Hoersholm, Denmark)
10
0% - Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C, Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN) Contains a commercial vitamin and mineral premix**
11
0.15% - Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C, Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN)
12
0.30% - Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C, Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN)
13
SEM=Standard Error of Mean
2
3
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Table 3.6 Overall (d 0-42) performance comparisons of broilers fed diets varying in BL1
and Cu-H2.
BL
Inclusion

Cu-H Inclusion

No Cu-H 8
125 ppm9
250 ppm10
No Cu-H
125 ppm
250 ppm

No6

Yes7
SEM11
No BL
BL
SEM

No Cu-H
125 ppm
250 ppm
SEM
BL
Cu-H
BL x Cu-H

BWG3/bird
(kg)

Feed Intake/bird
(kg)

3.334
4.899
3.368
4.915
3.365
4.931
3.318
4.938
3.319
4.918
3.352
4.931
0.017
0.027
Marginal Means-Probiotic
3.356
4.913
3.330
4.928
0.010
0.016
Marginal Means-Copper Inclusion
3.326
4.918
3.341
4.915
3.359
4.928
0.012
0.019
Main Effects and Interactions
0.068
0.164
0.513

0.518
0.855
0.720

1

FCR4

Percent
Mortality5
(%)

1.468
1.471
1.466
1.480
1.477
1.473
0.005

1.563
3.125
1.563
3.125
1.042
2.604
1.308

1.468
1.477
0.003

2.083
2.257
0.755

1.475
1.474
1.470
0.012

2.344
2.083
2.083
0.925

0.054
0.605
0.886

0.871
0.974
0.327

Bacillus licheniformis (Gallipro Tect, Chr. Hansen., Hoersholm, Denmark)
Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C, Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN)
3
BWG= Body Weight Gain.
4
FCR=Feed Conversion Ratio.
5
(Number of mortality/number of birds at the beginning of each phase)*100
6
0% - Bacillus licheniformis (Gallipro Tect, Chr. Hansen., Hoersholm, Denmark)
7
0.05% - Bacillus licheniformis (Gallipro Tect, Chr. Hansen., Hoersholm, Denmark)
8
0% - Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C, Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN) Contains a commercial vitamin and mineral premix**
9
0.15% - Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C, Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN)
10
0.30% - Copper hydroxychloride (Intellibond C, Micronutrients USA LLC., Indianapolis, IN)
11
SEM=Standard error of the mean.
2
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Figure 3.1

Cu-H effects on the presence of E. coli in d 42 Ross x Ross 708 male
broiler cecal contents.
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